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Editorial

The European School of Theosophy (EuST) 2020
has drawn to the close of the year. This has been
a challenging year for many of us, yet it has been
brightened by the many beautiful demonstrations
of support and solidarity around the world. For me,
one of the most beautiful moments of the year
was when the Italians, in the darkened streets in
Siena, started singing a folk song called “Canto
della Verbena,” which says: “And while Siena
sleeps, all is quiet, And the moon illuminates
the Tower Hear in the dark, only in the peace...”
They were singing in solidarity to raise their
spirits and boost their morale. While we did not
sing at the EuST, we did open a special space to
boost your morale and raise your spirits. We have
done our best, in solidarity and support for our
friends, Theosophists and sympathisers, by trying
to lift their spirits. We’ve offered an extensive
online programme, completely gratuitous, and
have been there for them every Sunday, and
many Wednesdays also, throughout the entire
year. We did not want to offer a cold and distant
environment of a professional set-up of online
conferences, where we could not interact or see
each other. We wanted meetings during which
our community spirit could be boosted. At a time
of social isolation and distancing, we wanted to
see each other, to share experiences, to exchange
ideas, discuss, meet up with each other and
consolidate our sentiment of community. We
succeeded in doing that and have counted the
participation of over 5,000 people at our lectures
throughout this year.
We are also very happy to announce our 2021
programme. Activities will resume on the 24th
of January and will run to the 12th of December.
We will be presenting around 77 online Lectures,
including Seminars, a Healing Circle, Online
Courses and a Theosophical Support Group. The
main theme of the EuST 2021 will be ‘The Secret
Doctrine,’ with 28 online lectures focusing on this
subject. Survey our full programme in the pages
of this Newsletter.
Some of the featured activities we will be offering
in 2021 are: two online Intuitive Courses on the
Stanzas of Dzyan; an Introduction to Theosophy
Level I, an online course focusing on Geoffrey
Farthing’s book “Deity Cosmos and Man,”
organised by Juliet Bates.

Apple Dumplings by JULIET BATES
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We will also be offering four online seminars. The
first one focuses on “Dream Incubation,” exploring
dreams with Dr Harthan; the second, with Dr Ravi
Ravindra “Navigating the Battle of Life” focuses
on yoga and The Bhagavad Gita; the third seminar

is on Education, Science and Spirituality with Prof.
P. Krishna; the fourth seminar is on “The Principles
and Practice of Meditation” with Vic Hao Chin.
The first semester will also see the arrival of
three online courses: My Secret Doctrine Project,
a five-month course on The Secret Doctrine,
Cosmogenesis, with Erica Georgiades; The
Mystical Esoteric Kabbalah 1, a Theosophical
programme course with Juliet Bates; and a course
in The Masters and Their Letters with Edward
Abdill.
Joma Sipe has created a wonderful frontispiece
for the EuST 2021, inspired by a tribute William
Q. Judge wrote to HPB. He shares his source of
inspiration with us. Ifigeneia Kastamoniti shares
with us her three years of experience in the EuST.
We also include twenty-two letters focusing on the
pandemic, from Theosophists all over the world.
Many thanks to them for sharing their thoughts,
experiences and viewpoints on the challenges we
faced this year.
In closing, I should mention that while writing
this editorial Juliet Bates is cooking recipes
from the book we will publish, and a picture of
her carrot soup just landed in my inbox. The
picture accompanying this editorial is of her apple
dumplings. One may ask what apple dumplings
and carrot soup have to do with the European
School of Theosophy? To that, I reply... everything!
One needs to eat to live. A diet that is kind and
respectful to animals is also something we need
to teach! Right now the book baking in the oven,
to be soon freshly served is ‘Practical Vegetarian
Cookery’ by Constance Wachtmeister and Kate
Buffington Davis. Published six years after HPB
travelled into the light, 1897, it was also the
first vegetarian book printed in California. Marly
Winckler, The International President of the
International Vegetarian Union (https://ivu.org/),
will honour us by writing the Introduction to the
book. We will also offer vegan recipe alternatives
for all Lacto-vegetarian ingredients in the book.
Furthermore, we are running a second project,
which is to publish ‘The Theosophist’s Cookbook,’
a Vegan Cookbook, (Ingrid’s idea!) with recipes
from Theosophists all over the world. So, if you
have a good recipe, do share it with us.
Much has been said. For now, I must stop and
resume cooking Countess Watchmeister’s
Grapefruit and Walnut Salad.
We wish you all a wonderful 2021.

Erica
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A New Year is a-Coming
It is hard to believe we are in the festive season once more, when everything we know is so different compared to this
same time last year. However, the Christmas lights are still up around town, trees perhaps sparkling at home waiting
for the magic of Santa and presents, while cards with Season’s Greetings, or WhatsApp pictures and SMSs, arrive from
friends and family with the one wish for everyone to be well and to stay safe.
That one wish unites us all and though we may be away from friends and loved ones in body, the ties of love and
friendship that bind us are still strong, growing even stronger as their true importance becomes ever clearer. The
power of that love is what keeps us moving forward, often fuelled by the smiles of our children and hugs of our
grandchildren.
Videos on our phones of little children and animals playing around and getting into trouble have guaranteed a laugh,
while photographs on Facebook’s “What do you see from your window” have brought me the most incredible images
from waterfalls in Brazil, to Mount Shasta and Fuji dressed in snow, to tropical beaches (I wish!), stormy seas and even
incredible footage of the Southern Lights. All of these images were shared by people from around the world to bring
a sense of unity, brotherhood and joy to others they will never meet or even hear of. That is absolutely incredible!
One trend arriving from all four corners of the world, though the world is neither flat nor square so I’ve been told, are
the wonderful sunrises and sunsets. The sun continues to rise and set in its cyclic path, each time an amazing event to
watch, marvel at, and capture on film. We have all taken those photographs, in a special moment, making memories
connected to the beauty of the world of nature around us. There is no greater artist than Mother Nature.
Something very unexpected occurred while we were locked away on our own, we were brought into contact with
hundreds or thousands of people we may never meet, yet they have shared precious moments of their lives with us.
They have chosen to spread beauty, joy, hope, brotherhood and love in their own small way. They made a choice to be
positive, to look for the good, to encourage, hearten, cheer and do something wonderful. They may not even be aware
that they are walking the Path, but they are sharing the Light.
Let’s all choose to take that Path, from above and below: from Down Under, and the Southern Hemisphere, where
people are heading into summer and looking forward to being out in the sun and sea, to the Northern Hemisphere,
where winter has arrived with its long black nights and misty grey days.
Let’s close this year with a toast to all that is good in the world and welcome the new year to come with joy and hope in
our hearts. As Theosophists may we spread that Light a little more thickly and may you all receive many more blessings
to count and share.

Love and Light to all
Juliet Bates
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THREE YEARS WITH THE EuST
Ifigenia Kastamoniti
One autumn morning in 2017, I received a call
from Erica Georgiades, Director of the EuST.
She asked me whether I would be interested in
working for the European School of Theosophy
as the Secretary. I had known Erica over twentyyears and worked with her in the Theosophical
Society Greece as members of the Hellenic Board,
in which she had been the Secretary before me,
and in other projects. So, my immediate response
to her, without a second thought, was: “Yes, I
accept the invitation.”

as a hotel, located by a river among forested
mountains outside the town of Pescia. “Memento
Mori” or the Moment of Death was the theme of
that Conference.
The second time I participated was in the
EuSt 2019 in Eretria, Greece. This time, as a
continuation of Pescia’s Conference, the theme
was “Reincarnation, Science and the Ancient
Wisdom tradition.” In 2019, besides Europe
and North and South America, there were also
participants from Asia and even Oceania. Our
Eretria venue was by the seaside, next to a long
beach and surrounded by beautiful blooming
gardens. Once more the talks were great. They
were given by Theosophists and our special
guest speaker Jim B. Tucker M.D., the successor
of Dr Ian Stevenson, studying cases of children
with memories of past lives, at the University of
Virginia.

Up to that point, The European School of
Theosophy had only been a name to me. My work
had all been for the Greek Section of the T.S.
as a lecturer, a member of the Board, Secretary,
translator of classical Theosophical works and
editor of the Theosophical Publishing House
Greece and of the official magazine ILISOS,
the oficial periodical of the Greek Section. This
had always kept me extremely busy but from
What fine Theosophical gatherings these had
that moment on, the name ‘European School of
been! Obviously, in both Conferences, the talks
Theosophy’ gradually started to take shape and
were not the only feature. There was the opening
form to me.
celebration, the daily morning meditation,
The EuST 2018, in Pescia, italy was the first time the discussions before and after the talks and
I attended the programme of the School. There, the exchange of ideas on Theosophy and
I met in person Ingrid Eberhard Evans, also esotericism subjects. There was also the sharing
Director of the European School of Theosophy. of Theosophical knowledge among the lecturers
Being the most experienced among the members and the participants; the getting together over
of the current team in the work of the EuST, our tea, coffee and meals, the short trips to famous
beloved and wise Ingrid is always there with her archeological and other sites like in Pisa and
smile and calm attitude to advise us in everything Florence in Italy, or in Athens, Delphi and Meteora
we need and we are very grateful to her.
in Greece.
In Pescia’s Conference, I also met fellow
Theosophists from all over Europe and other
continents. Fellows and friends of Theosophy
who gathered in what I would call a “fraternal
assembly.” They came to listen to great talks
given by learned lecturers in Theosophy. Our
venue was an old paper mill renovated to function
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There we became acquainted with ancient and
contemporary traditions as well as the esoteric
aspect of those places.
However, most importantly was the fraternal
andd friendly atmosphere which surrounded, and
affected, us positively; attuning us to one another.

A fact which reminded me of the words in The
Voice of Silence, Frag. III, p. 50: “Have you
attuned your heart and mind to the great mind and
heart of all mankind?”

eternal wisdom. Not to become experts and be
called wise, but because we want to evolve and
improve ourselves in this incarnation; to be
able to approach our inner self, first of all, and
then perhaps get a glimpse of the universal one,
Yes, we had done so – I am inclined to say, just
because, as we read in At the Feet of the Master,
as we also did during the EuST Conference 2020
p. 29:
themed “The Mysteries of Consciousness,” which
due to the pandemic took place online. We attuned
“You enter the Path because you have learnt
our heart and mind with every online participant.
that on it alone can be found those things
Even though we did not meet physically we saw
which are worth gaining…. However wise
one another on screen and a strong energy current
you may be already, on this Path you have
was formed which flowed into the hearts and the
much to learn; so much that here also there
minds of everyone This year’s online Conference
must be discrimination, and you must
and other talks which started in May 2020, all free
think carefully what is worth learning. All
of charge, have played a pivotal role during the
knowledge is useful, and one day you will
COVID-19 pandemic. They activated the abovehave all knowledge; but while you have
mentioned energy which, as agreed among all
only part, take care that it is the most useful
participants, should remain alive and continue to
part.”
flow.
The European School of Theosophy has done and
We all need its connecting influence and effect to is doing serious work disseminating Theosophy
lift our spirits especially in these difficult times, and Esotericism. Since its founding, in the 20th
during which we are locked indoors to protect century by prominent Theosophists, it has provided
ourselves and others from the virus. Our concern and will continue to provide to all seekers with
about the COVID-19 situation has become a means and ways towards discovering Theosophy.
sort of psychological battle causing anxiety and Besides organising Conferences and publishing
keeping us apart physically. But one way or books, it has initiated the online Academy of
another, it is also connecting us in heart and mind, Theosophy and Esotericism; is also organizing an
and I wonder – could there be a higher purpose esoteric art-exhibition, an esoteric film-festival,
in all this for humankind? I really cannot say. All study courses and a lot more projects. The way I
I can say is that, because of the pandemic, there see and understand the work and purpose of the
arose the need to arrange the Conference and other EuST, is that it has a kind of duty which serves
talks online. Thus, a lot of people from all over humanity and the Masters. It is that duty which is
the world who could not participate physically in so emphasised in the words we read in At the Feet
previous Conferences for various reasons, were of the Master, p. 55:
and are now able to do so, along with those who
“If you know, it is your duty to help others
had been regularly participating in them.
to know…. Study then, but study first that
which will most help you to help others.”
The careful choice of topics for the Conferences
and other projects urges us to study Theosophy
and Esotericism more profoundly – a fact which
helps one to acquire more knowledge and thus
take another step onwards in our quest for the
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THE
THEOSOPHIST’S

COOKBOOK
Call for Recipes
(Vegan)

Do you have a favourite Vegan recipe you would like to
share with us?
Is it part of a family tradition or special time of the year or
has any special meaning? Why not send it to us so that we
can all join around the table together in friendship with
the true Theosophist spirit of the many coming together
in the one!
The EuST is publishing a special Theosophical Vegan
Cookbook, bursting with recipes that celebrate the bounty
of nature and the magical connection we all share with
Mother Earth. From Starters and Soups to Main Courses
and Desserts, from fruity drinks to homemade bread and
cakes.
Good hearty meals, finger-food and celebration dinners.
Foods that were offered to the Deities of old, connected
to folklore traditions, and more. Something for everyone!
We shall be weaving the recipes with ‘Affirmations of
the Season’ to accompany the changing colour palette of
the year, as well as some curious bits and pieces to add
some spice.
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So if we have tickled your fancy and you would like to
contribute a gem from your family collection of recipes,
please send it in to us with a photograph if possible, and
perhaps an anecdote to serve it with.
What greater sign of brotherhood and sisterhood is there
than breaking bread together? From all around the world,
let us open our kitchens, our hearts and get cooking!
Please, send your recipes to
julietambates@gmail.com
eustheosophy@gmail.com
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FREE TO DOWNLOAD
Due to the pandemic we made available for FREE download the book
“Reincarnation Science and the Ancient Wisdom Tradition”
To download please click on the link below:
https://europeanschooloftheosophy.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/
Reincarnation-EuST2019.pdf

with Erica Georgiades
Five-month study course
10 online sessions
on ‘The Secret Doctrine’
of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
(Cosmogenesis)
Course material includes
- professionaly recorded meditation

on the 7 stanzas of Dzyan
- diagrams
- recorded and live zoom sessions
- group zoom classes

Syllabus will be released in January 2021
The course will begin in March 2021

For information and/or
registration, please visit:
www.mysecretdoctrine.com
12
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HEALING CIRCLE
Juliet Bates

In response to the pandemic, and attending
requests, we are happy to announce that we
have included a monthly Healing Circle to the
programme of the EuST 2021. The Healing
Circle will meet once per month, for thirty
minutes each time, on dates close to the full
moon.
The Circle shall adopt an active meditation
format aimed at invoking positive and healing
change for our physical, mental, and emotional
selves as well as for all beings and our wonderful
natural world.
We shall begin with gentle breathing to centre
ourselves and release any tension or pain.
Followed by an Invocation to the devas and
angels of healing. The healing meditation
follows the format used by Geoffrey Hodson,
adapted for the EuST.
No previous experience or knowledge is
required to participate in the Healing Circle.
You are only asked to offer, and be open to,
positive healing thoughts and energies for
what is within and without us. Comfortable
clothing is recommended, and you may wish to
light a candle as you meditate, have a glass of
water nearby, and your meditation or spiritual
journal for notes afterwards.
MEDITATION
Preparation
(a few minutes before we start)
Please mute your phone and choose a
location where you will not be disturbed for
the next 30 minutes. Then sit or lie down in
a comfortable position, making sure your
clothing is not restricting you in any way.
You may choose to light a candle, have a
glass of water nearby, and place crystals or
the names and photographs of the people
you wish to send healing to next to you.
Begin by breathing gently, in and out. Choose
the rhythm that best suits you. Gently breathing
in and breathing out.
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As you breathe in, clench your hands into tight
fists, and as you breathe out let your hands
open slowly with each exhaling breath, letting
them stay open as feels comfortable, resting
palms upwards. Choose to release any tension
and pain from your body and mind, as you
continue to breathe in and breathe out.
Breathe in, lifting your shoulders and then
letting them relax as you breathe out. Notice
any tension in your neck and release it as you
breathe out. Breathing in peace and calm,
breathing out and releasing any tension and
stress in your body and mind.
Breathe in, notice any tension in your chest,
and gently release it as you breathe out. Notice
your abdomen, breathing in calm and peace as
you release any tension and stress from that
area. Feel free to adjust your position, as your
energies flow more smoothly through your
body.
Breathing in, notice any tension in your lower
back. Try making a gentle circular motion for a
more comfortable position as you breathe out,
letting tension and any pain flow from you.
Breathe in and out gently, as your back settles
with every exhaled breath.
Breathing in, notice any tension or pain in your
thighs, and breathing out release it down your
legs and through your feet. Clench your toes
as you breathe in peace and calm, and release
your toes as you breathe out and let the tension
flow out from your body to be absorbed and
transmuted by the earth.
Breathe in, feeling calm and peace flow from
you head, down to your feet, then gently
breath out and release any feelings you choose
to let go off here and now.
As you continue to breathe, feel your inner
peace and light expand, from within let it
expand out through our skin, expanding our
circle of light and loving energy.
Feel the peace and calm flow through us and
out to the world as we call upon the Devas and
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Angels of the Healing Art to come and assist us in
this Healing Circle.
Hail, devas and angels of the Healing Art! Come
to our aid.
Pour forth your healing life into this place and
people.
Let every cell be charged anew with vital force.
To every nerve give peace.
Let tortured senses be soothed.
May the rising tide of life set every limb aglow.
As, by the healing power,
Both soul and body are restored.
Leave a deva and angel watcher with us,
To comfort and protect,
Till health returns or life departs.
That he may ward away all ill,
May hasten the returning strength,
Or lead to peace when life is done.
Remove all fear, replacing it with Light.
Hail, devas and angels of the Healing Art! Come
to our aid.
And share with us the labours of this earth,
That Light may flow freely in everyone.
That all beings may live in peace and harmony.
Send your special intentions for those you hold in
your heart, may they receive the healing and light
they need.
As we continue to send our healing thoughts to
others, may we also let the healing flow through
us. For we are many in The One, and The One is
in the many.
Now become more aware of your breathing, feel
the air in your lungs as you breathe in and out.
Maintaining the inner sensation of well-being and
light. Feel your feet on the floor, move your toes
and fingers. Gently raise and lower your shoulders,
as you return to the Now and the Here.
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When you are ready, slowly open your eyes and
breathe deeply, returning fully into yourself but
still maintaining the peace and calm of the Healing
Circle.
Thank you all so much for participating in
this Healing Circle and for willingly sending
your healing thoughts out into the world.
Please take a drink of water, put out your
candle, and raise a hand to show all is well.
Please take a few minutes to write any notes in
your journal.
I hope to see you again at our next Healing Circle.
Healing Circle 2021 Dates
January, 24 Sunday 16:00 GMT.
February, 28 Sunday 16:00 GMT
March, 28 Sunday 15:00 GMT
April, 25 Sunday 15:00 GMT
May, 23 Sunday 15:00 GMT
June, 20 Sunday 15:00 GMT
July, 25 Sunday 15:00 GMT
August, 22 Sunday 15:00 GMT
September, 19 Sunday 15:00 GMT
October, 17 Sunday 15:00 GMT
November, 21 Sunday 16:00 GMT
December,12 Sunday 16 GMT
If you would like to request healing for a specific
person or reason, please send an e-mail to Juliet
so that she can include the intention in the healing
book.
For questions, information and requests to
include names in the healing book, please contact
Juliet Bates at the following email address:
julietambates@gmail.com



The Chapels of Silence, number 3 by Joma Sipe
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DREAM INCUBATION
Online Seminar Exploring Dreams with Joan C. Harthan, PhD

Joan has kept a daily dream journal for over thirty years, documenting almost
10,000 dreams to date. Having joined IASD in 2001, she has made presentations
at international conferences in Europe and America, also contributing articles to
Dreamtime, (an IASD magazine) and Lucid Dreaming Experience, (an online
publication of dreaminglucid.com).
In 2011, by acting on the messages in her dreams, she gave up an academic career to
become a fulltime writer—fulfilling a lifelong ambition.
In addition to the book on which these seminars are based (Working the Day Shift) she
has authored a number of other books on the subject of dreaming, including ‘Working
With Dreams‘, a handbook of thirty dream exploration techniques for individuals,
therapists and groups. For more information visit her website: www.docdreamuk.com

In the DREAM INCUBATION seminar,
consisting of three gatherings on zoom under the
aegis of the European School of Theosophy we
will focus on the method of incubating a dream
used in the Asclepions – healing sanctuaries
popular in Greece and Rome from about 300BC.
Also on the basic tenets of dream exploration
and interpretation, as well as look at how to
constructively re-engage with the dream, to use it
for advice and healing.

re-engage with the dream, to use it for advice and
healing, and to help us decide what action could
be taken to make positive life changes.
PROGRAMME:
1 - Dream Incubation: what it is, why it’s useful and
how to do it. 06 February, Saturday. Time 18:00
pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
2. Making Sense of a Dream 13 February Saturday.
Time 18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
3 - Taking Action 20 February Saturday. Time

This first seminar will touch on the method of
18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
incubating a dream used in the Asclepions –
healing sanctuaries popular in Greece and Rome
from about 300BC. A modification of the rituals RECOMMENDED READING
documented in ancient texts will be explained to
give participants the opportunity to perform their Working the Day Shift – Using Dream Incubation
to Change your Life by Joan C. Harthan, PhD
own incubation before next week’s seminar.
The second seminar will cover the basic tenets of
dream exploration and interpretation. Dreams are
gifts but often people only see the outer wrapping
and, having marvelled at the packaging, discard it,
never discovering what’s inside. Participants will
be introduced to the hidden language of dreams
and learn how to explore their own dreams using
a variety of different techniques.

FREE OF CHARGE
TO REGISTER SEND AN EMAIL TO eustheosophy@gmail.com
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The third seminar will cover the importance of
taking action. There’s little point doing dream
work if all we do is marvel at how ingenious our
dreaming mind is, pick ourselves up and carry
on with our life pretending the dream never
happened. We will look at how to constructively
19

NAVIGATING THE BATTLE OF LIFE
Online Seminar Exploring The Baghavad Gita with Ravi Ravindra, PhD

Dr Ravi Ravindra obtained degrees of B.Sc. and M. Tech. from the Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur, before going to Canada on a Commonwealth Scholarship to do an M.S. and Ph.D.
in Physics from the University of Toronto. Later, he did an M.A. in Philosophy also, and at
different times held Post-doctoral fellowships in Physics (University of Toronto), History and
Philosophy of Science (Princeton University) and in Religion (Columbia University). He is
now Professor Emeritus at Dalhousie University in Halifax (Canada) where he served for many
years as a Professor in the departments of Comparative Religion, Philosophy, and of Physics.
He was a Member of the Institute of Advanced Study in Princeton, a Fellow of the Indian
Institute of Advanced Study in Shimla, and the Founding Director of the Threshold Award for
Integrative Knowledge. He was a member of the Board of Judges for the Templeton Prize for
Progress in Religion. He is an Honorary Member of the Scientific and Medical Network and a
Fellow of the Temenos Academy, England.
Ravi’s spiritual search has led him to the teachings of J. Krishnamurti, G. I. Gurdjieff, Zen,
Yoga, and a deep immersion in the mystical teachings of the Indian and Christian classical
traditions. He is the author of several books on religion, science, mysticism, and spirituality.

Saturdays - 06, 13 and 20 February 2021 18:00 GMT - ZOOM
COST: 70,00 EUROS
TO REGISTER SEND AN EMAIL TO eustheosophy@gmail.com
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The Bhagavad Gita is regarded as the single
most important text in the vast sacred literature
of India. The whole of this book is an exchange
between Arjuna, a very skillful warrior, and
Krishna who reveals himself as an incarnation of
the Highest Divinity. All the serious readers of
this text in India as well as outside have regarded
this exchange between Arjuna and Krishna to
be an exchange between our usual self and our
deepest Self which according to all the sages in
India is identically the same as Brahman, the
Highest and Unknowable Divinity. Arjuna has a
crisis of dharma–his responsibility and obligation
for maintaining order in the society–and he turns
to Krishna for advice about the right action.
Essentially Krishna implies that no action can
be right until the actor is right; and that in order
to become the right actor Arjuna and any other
searcher needs to undergo a radical transformation
of his whole being. Then Krishna teaches various
aspects of Yoga, a science par excellence for
transformation, especially emphasizing Buddhi
Yoga, the Yoga of Awareness, with several aspects
which are frequently separately identified as yoga
of action, of sacred knowledge, of meditation and
of worship and love.

is a trans-creation based on the understanding and
intention of the translator. I will naturally use my
own translation and commentary in my book The
Bhagavad Gita: A Guide for Navigating the Battle
of Life published by Shambhala Publications in
2017. The participants in the gatherings will be
encouraged to share their insights and questions.
PROGRAMME:
1 - Introduction & The Yoga of Arjuna’s Crisis
06 March, Saturday Time 18:00 pm (London)
18:00 GMT
2. The Yoga of Awareness 13 March ,SaturdayTime 18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
3 - The Yoga of Action 20 March, Saturday Time
18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
4 - The Yoga of Sacred Knowledge 27 March, Saturday Time 18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
5 - The Yoga of Renunciation in Action 03 AprilSaturday Time 18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
6 - The Yoga of Devotion and Love 10 April,
Saturday Time 18:00 pm (London) – 18:00 GMT
7 - The Yoga of Freedom by Renunciation
17 March, Saturday Time 18:00 pm (London) –
18:00 GMT

RECOMMENDED READING
In the proposed seminar consisting of seven
gatherings on zoom under the aegis of the European The Bhagavad Gita: A Guide to Navigating the
School of Theosophy we will focus on most of Battle of Life by Ravi Ravindra, PhD.
the important segments of this great text. The
participants are encouraged to read any translation
of the Bhagavad Gita and reflect upon the subtle
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teaching of Krishna. Of course, every translation

EDUCATION, SCIENCE & SPIRITUALITY
Online Seminar with Prof. P. Krishna

Saturdays - 05, 12 and 19 JUNE 2021 18:00 GMT - ZOOM
FREE OF CHARGE
TO REGISTER SEND AN EMAIL TO eustheosophy@gmail.com

Prof. P. Krishna is a Trustee of the Krishnamurti Foundation India, staying at the
Rajghat Education Center in Varanasi, India. He was the Rector of the center and
Principal of the Rajghat Besant School from 1986 to 2002. As a trustee of the
Foundation he continues to be involved with its activities. He has written articles
and books on various issues relating to the teachings of J. Krishnamurti. He has
also delivered lectures on Education, Science and Society to varied audiences. He
is an Honorary scientist and Fellow of the Indian National Science Academy, New
Delhi, as well as the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore. Before joining the
Krishnamurti Foundation India, he was a professor of Physics at the Department of
Physics, Banaras Hindu University, where had been a faculty member for 24 years.
He specialized in Solid State Physics, his area of research and teaching being X-Ray
Crystallography.

In the proposed seminar consisting of three gatherings
on zoom under the aegis of the European School of
Theosophy we will explore Education, Science and
Spirituality.
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observation of the way our consciousness functions
in daily life, it can bring about a transformation of
consciousness through a deep perception of what is
true and what is false leading to self-knowledge and
wisdom. He regarded such a learning mind as the true
religious mind and stated as follows: “The religious
mind has no belief, no dogma; it moves from fact
to fact. Therefore, the religious mind is a scientific
mind; but the scientific mind is not a religious mind.
The religious mind includes the scientific mind but
the mind that is trained in the knowledge of science is
not a religious mind.”

The purpose of science is to discover and understand
the order which manifests itself in the outer world
of Nature. The purpose of humanity’s spiritual
quest is to discover order in the inner world of our
consciousness, in the form of peace, harmony, nonviolence, joy, happiness and beauty, all of which
are different elements of virtue. From time to time,
in different parts of the world wise sages were born
who discovered such order in consciousness. Their In this seminar we shall discuss the differences in the
followers created various religions as paths to come scientific and spiritual quests and show that they are
two complimentary quests for truth in two different
upon that order in consciousness.
aspects of reality covering both the external world of
Unfortunately, religions got equated with belief, Nature and the inner world of our consciousness. Both
dogma and faith, thereby creating divisions in the the quests have originated from the innate inquisitive
world. In the west the scientific discoveries of Galileo nature of human consciousness but the questions they
in the 16th century, contradicted the beliefs of the explore and the methods they employ are different.
Christian Church and he was persecuted and forced The antagonism between the two quests, perceived
to recant his findings. From that time onwards, there by many in society, is born of a superficial meaning
came a big divide between science and religion, given to religion which needs to be questioned.
which persists even today. In the east such a divide
did not occur and there has been a long legacy of One of the consequences of the divide between
religious inquiry into what is true and real and what science and religion has meant that religious inquiry
is false and imaginary. In Christianity inquiry and is not promoted in education and only the scientific
doubt were forbidden and treated as heresy. In the and intellectual inquiry has been assiduously
eastern religions like Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, cultivated. This has led to a lop-sided development of
Confucianism, Taoism, Zen etc. there was belief, the human mind which has accumulated knowledge
worship, and faith but religious inquiry and the quest and skills but without much understanding of oneself
for self-knowledge were pursued alongside these. or one’s relationships. Knowledge and skills produce
There has been a long history of dialogues on these power and efficiency, which without self-knowledge
matters starting from Upanishadic dialogues, to and wisdom get used destructively. Most of the ills
Buddhist dialogues, Socratic dialogues, and various of modern society can be traced back to this lopother religious dialogues in quest of truth and wisdom. sided development of the human mind. The major
problems of modern society are not the creation of
The Buddha pointed out that all negative emotions uneducated villagers. They are the creation of highly
creating disorder in consciousness arise from illusions educated minds which become political leaders, army
in our mind and can, therefore be eliminated by men, diplomats and scientists. More of the same kind
discerning what is true and what is false. This quest of education cannot remedy the problems. We shall
for truth does not involve any belief and therefore examine some of the challenges faced by modern
does not contradict the scientific quest. Krishnamurti society and consider how education can create a mind
pointed out that this is not merely an intellectual inquiry that is both scientific and religious at the same time.
which transforms ideas but when it is combined with
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DEITY, COSMOS & MAN
Online Course Introduction to Theosophy lvl I - Course Experience by Juliet Bates

Juliet Bates was born in England, has lived in Australia, Abu Dhabi, Singapore, and
is now based in Milan. Her study of the Ancient Wisdom Teachings began at an early
age, expanded by fundamental texts of Theosophy, Esoteric Science, Kabbalah and
Buddhism. A member of the British Psychological Society for over twenty years, she
holds a degree in psychology and is a teacher and translator. She has also translated
Theosophical texts and teaches a variety of courses from a Foundation in Theosophy
to Inner Group Teachings aimed at Spiritual Development, and practices healing as
a Reiki Master Teacher. She is a member of Wales/London Lodge and is currently
the European School of Theosophy Managing Editor of Publications and On-line
Courses.

The online course, Introduction to Theosophy lvl
I. is based on the book “Deity Cosmos & Man:
An Outline of Esoteric Science” by Geoffrey A.
Farthing, one of the founders of the European
School of Theosophy (EuST). His book was
first printed in 2010 by The Blavatsky Trust
Publications, and they have kindly granted
permission to the EuST to use this text for the
course created by Juliet Bates.

FREE OF CHARGE
TO REGISTER VISIT OUR WEBSITE
https://europeanschooloftheosophy.eu/courses/deity-cosmos-man/

SYLLABUS
About Esoteric Science. Assessment. Connecting the Dots.
The Scope & Framework of the Science. Assessment.
Connecting the Dots.
The Occult Constitution of Cosmos & Man. Assessment.
Connecting the Dots.
The Hierarchies of Beings. Assessment. Connecting the
Dots.

The course is divided into two parts of 14 chapters
each, as they appear in the book. A set of SelfAssessment questions has been formulated for
each chapter, and a segment entitled “Connecting
the Dots” has been especially prepared to act as
a bridge between the chapters, offering further
insight into the topics. These segments are also
present in video

Akasha and The Astral Light. Assessment. Connecting the
Dots.

format which aim to create a sense of support and
companionship during this journey of discovery.

Globes, Rounds and Races. Assessment. Connecting the
Dots.

Each chapter addresses specific teachings
of Esoteric Science. The topics include: The
Hierarchies of Beings; Akasha and the Astral
Light; Elements and Elementals; Death and
Rebirth; Spiritualism and Psychism; and Spiritual
Development.

Ever-Becoming, The Process of Evolution. Assessment.
Connecting the Dots.

Elements & Elementals. Assessment. Connecting the Dots.
Law in Cosmos and Human Life. Assessment. Connecting
the Dots.
Death and Rebirth. Assessment. Connecting the Dots.
Origins. Assessment. Connecting the Dots.

Spiritualism and Psychism. Assessment. Connecting the
Dots.
Spiritual Development. Assessment. Connecting the Dots.
Religion. Assessment. Connecting the Dots.

The European School of Theosophy will award
an “Introduction to Theosophy Certificate” on COMPULSORY READING
completion of the course.
Deity, Cosmos and Man by Geoffrey Farthing.
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THE PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE OF MEDITATION
Online Seminar with Vic Hao Chin

Vicente Hao Chin, Jr., is one of the world’s most distinguished
Theosophists. Past president of the Theosophical Society in
the Philippines and founder and chairman of the Golden Link
School. He is author of Why Meditate? and The Process of SelfTransformation: Mastery of the Self and Awakening of Our
Higher Potentials. He also compiled, edited, and published the
chronological edition of The Mahatma Letters to A. P. Sinnett
and is editor of Theosophical Digest, published in the Philippines,
and associate editor of Theosopedia: The Internet Theosophical
Encyclopedia. This interview was conducted during his visit to the
Olcott campus in February 2012.

There are two purposes in meditation: to attain personal equanimity and to attain selftranscendence. The first one is the aim of all who meditate, but the second purpose is sought
only by a very small percentage of meditators. The sessions on meditation will endeavor to touch
on the essential elements of the above two goals.
The first session is a study of the principles of meditation based on an understanding of our levels
of consciousness. It will touch on classic approaches to disciplining the monkey mind towards
the stabilization of inner awareness. The session will also look into the major obstacles in the
successful practice of meditation.
The second session is on the need to integrate daily living with the meditative practice. Equanimity
can only be attained by the cessation of inner conflicts or incongruities. The habits and behaviors
of daily life must therefore be reviewed to make them congruent with a peaceful life.
The third session will be on the spiritual or the mystical life, which has time-tested requirements
in the pursuit of the transcendent life. Gleaning from the cumulative experiences of mystics from
all cultures and since the ancient times, the rules or guidelines of the mystical life are laid out
clearly for any serious aspirant.



Saturdays - 15, 22 and 29 JUNE 2021 11:00 GMT - ZOOM
FREE OF CHARGE

“Your work is to discover your work and then with all your
heart to give yourself to it.”

TO REGISTER SEND AN EMAIL TO eustheosophy@gmail.com
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An Intuitive Approach to Stanzas of Dzyan

An Intuitive Course on the Stanzas of Dzyan

Cosmogenesis

Anthropogenesis

Online Course

Online Course

FREE OF CHARGE

FREE OF CHARGE

The EuST and Academy of Theosophy & Esotericism are happy to present on-line Intuitive Course
entitled: ‘An Intuitive Approach to the Seven Stanzas of Dzyan by Beverley B. Noia.’

The EuST and Academy of Theosophy & Esotericism are happy to present their first on-line Intuitive
Course entitled: ‘An Intuitive Course on the Stanzas of Dzyan – Anthropogenesis.’

Commentaries upon commentaries have been written about The Secret Doctrine to try and unveil, and
delve deeper, into the wisdom secreted so masterfully in those few verses of Stanzas. So, how can we
try to gain an understanding of these shrouded truths in a different manner?

The Stanzas of Dzyan, part of the “Secret Book of Dzyan” are the basis of Madame Blavatsky’s
magnum opus “The Secret Doctrine.” Writing about the Stanzas she says in the Proem:

Beverley B. Noia attempted to do just that in 1986, creating a completely new approach for students
of Theosophy and the Ancient Wisdom Teachings to connect with the Stanzas of Dzyan in The Secret
Doctrine – Cosmogenesis at a deeper level. The Stanzas are taken from “The Secret Book of Dzyan”
of Tibetan origin, which form the basis of Madame Blavatsky’s magnum opus “The Secret Doctrine.”
Writing about the Stanzas she says in the Proem:
“Indeed it must be remembered that all these Stanzas appeal to the inner faculties rather than to
the ordinary comprehension of the physical brain”. (H. P. Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine vol. I,
p.21)
Beverley Noia compiled a series of exercises aimed at bypassing the usual intellectual processes to
delve deeper into our intuition, and emotional experience of things. The exercises are quite unique in
their approach to study and will evoke different responses from people as they work through them.
The exercises have been compiled into 10 sections divided between: Introductory, Overview, Stanzas,
and Summing Up. You are invited to work through them at your own pace in this intuitive journey
of discovery! The EuST and Academy of Theosophy &amp; Esotericism – are extremely grateful to
The Theosophical Society in America for granting us permission to present this inspirational intuitive
course on our online course platform.
We are grateful for the TSA for allowing us to offer this course on our website.

TO ENROLL PLEASE CLICK THE LINK BELOW
https://europeanschooloftheosophy.eu/courses
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“Indeed it must be remembered that all these Stanzas appeal to the inner faculties rather than to
the ordinary comprehension of the physical brain”. (H. P. Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine vol. I,
p.21)
In fact, the idea behind this course is to take an intuitive approach to the Stanzas of Anthropogenesis
rather than an intellectual one. Not going in search of something but letting that something come to us
in any form it may choose. It is a journey of discovery into our own inner depths to connect with the
mystical keys and threads of the twelve Stanzas, in an experience of passive contemplation, unique
for each person.
We are guided in this intuitive journey of discovery by fifty-four Exercises, linked to fifty-four
Connecting the Dots which may include another student’s response to the exercise as sample. Each
Stanza is also presented in a beautifully suggestive video format. No previous study is required but a
study journal is recommended.
The Course exercises were written by three ladies, from Sidmouth Lodge Theosophical Society
England, who kindly gifted their work to the EuST in the hope it would inspire other Theosophists to
study The Secret Doctrine. They created the course after completing “An Intuitive Approach to the
Seven Stanzas of Dzyan” in Cosmogenesis, by Beverley B. Noia, and were curious to do the same with
Anthropogenesis. The course also includes an inspiring video of each Stanza.


TO ENROLL PLEASE CLICK THE LINK BELOW
https://europeanschooloftheosophy.eu/courses
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THE MYSTICAL
ESOTERIC
KABBALAH - 1
A Theosophy programme Course
with Juliet Bates

This Theosophical Course will consist of a
6-month programme, two lessons per month.
Course material will include:
• written material and diagrams,
• taped video tutorials,
• group Zoom classes for shared experience,
discussion and fellowship.
The tutor will also arrange specific Zoom
sessions as the Course develops and/or as
required.
Course syllabus and details are to be released
on the EuST platform.

(Details to be announced in 2021)
The Course will focus on the very interesting
Theosophical concept of the Masters and
The Mahatma Letters to A.P. Sinnett.
The Course consists of:
- 7 Lessons
- Video Lectures
- Q & A sessions
- Set Assignments for each lesson.
Required texts for the Course:
- The Mahatma Letters to A. P. Sinnett
(Chronological edition)

For information and/or
registration, please visit:
www.mysticalkabbalah.com
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- Masters of Wisdom, The Mahatmas, Their
Letters and the Path by Ed Abdill
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REPORT OF THE EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF THEOSOPHY 2020
The European School of Theosophy (EuST) 2020,
focusing on the theme The Mystery of Consciousness,
was scheduled to be organised from 12 to 17 October in
Edinburgh, Scotland. The EuST administration was closely
monitoring the situation with COVID-19, and in early
March it was decided that the Edinburgh Conference
should be postponed to 2021 due to the pandemic. It was
further agreed that the EuST should organise an online
programme and that the Conference 2020 would free of
charge, due to the economic depression resulted from the
pandemic.

Industrial chemist, a student of Jyotish and the Jainini
Scholar and Parasara Programmes, lectured on 2020 Vedic
Vision – The Covid-19 Pandemic & Cycles of Change.
Bilimoria Edi, PhD, Engineer, writer, and educationalist,
presented three lectures: Isaac Newton and Srinivasa
Ramanujan: Mathematical Souls in Spiritual Resonance;
The Unity of the Mystery Teachings About Man;
Contemporary Scientific Theories on Consciousness.
Fernandez Orlando, PhD in Mathematical; PhD Western
Esotericism presented three lectures: The Esoteric Tarot A Tool for the Expansion of Consciousness – The Esoteric
Background of the Tarot Key 0: The Fool; The Esoteric Tarot
A Tool for the Expansion of Consciousness – The Seven
Planets; What did the Bohm-Krishnamurti Dialogues do
for us?

A programme was initially scheduled from May to July,
with Sunday lectures. A second programme was organised
from August to December. The opening of the 2020
conference was on 6 of September. All participants were
able to join us on the ZOOM platform. The link to each
lecture was given weekly, in the Newsletter of the EuST. Forray Brett, Member of the Theosophical Society in
The lectures were also transmitted live on our YouTube America and of Alexandria West, lectured on What Was
channel. We’ve had around 5.000 participants throughout the Case Against W. Q. Judge All About?
the year.
Georgiades Erica, PgD, Member of the Theosophical
All lectures presented in the 2020 programme are included Society Greece, Director of the EuST, MREs Religious
in this Newsletter.
Experience candidate University of Wales Trinity Saint
David, Editor of FOTA Newsletter, Secretary of the
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
International Theosophical History Conference, presented
Any school is evaluated by the calibre of its teachers and four lectures: The Voice of Silence – A Manual for Mystics,
participants. The European School of Theosophy 2020 has Introduction; The Voice of Silence – A Manual for Mystics,
once again had the honour of hosting prestigious speakers Fragment I; The European School of Theosophy – Works
who delivered knowledgeable and interesting lectures to and Projects; Altered States of Consciousness and Mental
participants from all over the world. We offer our most Health.
sincere gratitude to the 2020 speakers, whose names are
Heavy Finian, President of the Nottingham Lodge for over
mentioned below (in alphabetical order).
ten years, lectured on “Jacob’s Ladder” Isaiah, Mithras &
Abdill Edward, past Vice President of The Theosophical the Meaning of Initiation.
Society in America and past President of The New York
Theosophical Society, presented five lectures: In Their Own Kastamoniti Ifigeneia, Secretary of the EuST, member
Words – Wisdom from the Mahatmas; Memories of Dora of the Theosophical Society Greece, Editor of the
Kunz; God, Evil, and Occult Philosophy; Discovering the Theosophical Publishing House in Greece, lectured on
Inner Self; Desire, Inner Selfishness and the Theosophical Higher Manas – The Creative Aspect of Consciousness.
Society.
Kastrup Bernardo, PhD in Philosophy, PhD in Computer
Bates Juliet, Director of the Online Courses and Engineering, lectured on The Case for Idealism –
Publications of the EuST; Member of the Theosophical Materialism’s Mistakes; The Case for Idealism – Why the
Society in England, lectured on The Wisdom Teachings in Evidence Points to Idealism.
Plain View – Inspiration Around Us.
Kelly Anne, Member of the Theosophical Society in
Barker Paul, PhD, President of The Leeds Lodge UK. England, Living Theosophy, lectured on Near-Death
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Wyatt Tim, Secretary of the Leeds Lodge UK, esoteric
writer, past broadcast and print journalist, awarded
producer of TV films and documentaries, founder of the
Kidgell Gary, Member of the Dundee Lodge, Organising School of Applied Wisdom based in Leeds presented four
Secretary of the Scottish Regional Association, and Librarian lectures: Covid-19 – Cycles and Karma; Entangled Minds
for the Theosophical Society in Scotland Charity, lectured & The Viral Pandemic; The Transition of the Ages; Quest
on Greek Hero Myths – Symbols of Transformation.
for Altered States.
Krishna P., PhD Trustee of the Krishnamurti Foundation,
CANCELATIONS AND CHANGES IN THE PROGRAMME
India, Honorary scientist and Fellow of the Indian National
Science Academy and the Indian Academy of Sciences, Some changes in the program were made to accommodate
lectured on Freedom from the Conditioned Consciousness; new speakers. For instance, three lectures were cancelled
Consciousness, Scientific and Religious View.
by their speakers to concede space for others to join this
year’s programme. More specifically, Erica Georgiades
Leiderman Martin, Industrial Engineer, member of cancelled one of her lectures on The Voice of the Silence
the Theosophical Society in America lectured on A conceding space for Anne Kelly to lecture on Near-Death
Theosophical Journey to the Path of Illumination.
Experience and their Validation for the Theosophical
Quinn William W. PhD, Member of the Theosophical Teachings. Erica Georgiades and Orlando Fernandez
Society in America, past Editor of The American cancelled their lecture on The Apocalypse for Dr Barker
Theosophist and Quest Magazine, past Associate Editor of to lecture on 2020 Vedic Vision – The Covid-19 Pandemic
the Theosophical Publishing House in Wheaton, Ill., USA, & Cycles of Change. Tim Wyatt cancelled his lecture on
lectured on Consciousness in its two Principal Aspects – Nature’s Secret Commonwealth to concede space for
Johanna Vermeulen, from The Theosophical Society Point
Absolute and Individual (Part I and Part II).
Loma, to lecture on The Seven Jewels of Wisdom.
Rudborg Tim, PhD, Associate Professor, Science of
Religion, Director of the Copenhagen Center for the Study We have included in the 2020 programme a monthly
of Theosophy and Esotericism, University of Copenhagen, Wednesday lecture by Edward Abdill, from September up
lectured on The Revolutionary Idea of Consciousness to the first Wednesday in December, who spoke on the
subjects supra. Juliet Bates also lectured on a Wednesday
Evolution in H.P. Blavatsky’s Esoteric Philosophy.
supra.
Santucci James, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Religious
Studies at California State University, Editor of The There were also changes to the following lecture themes
Theosophical History Journal (theohistory.org), lectured and dates: Gary Kidgell kindly agreed to change the original
date of his lecture, scheduled for 15 November, with Prof.
on Consciousness and the Afterlife.
P. Krishna’s planned for 13 September. Gary’s talk was
Sheldrake Rupert, PhD, Biologist and author, Fellow of going to focus on Mind Pathways to Transcendence, and
the Clare College, Cambridge, Director of Studies in Cell the theme was changed to cover his new book on Greek
Biology, Research Fellow of the Royal Society, Fellow of Hero Myths, Symbols of Transformation. The original title
the Institute of Noetic Sciences, Ca., and of Schumacher of Dr Fernandez’s lecture on 19 July, was The Esoteric
College in Darlington, Devon, lectured on Science and Tarot. A Tool for the Expansion of Consciousness – Key 1
Spiritual Practices and Ways to Go Beyond and Why They the Magician, Key 2 the High Priestess, Key 3 the Empress,
Work.
and the theme was changed to A Tool for the Expansion of
Smoley Richard, Editor of the Quest Magazine of the the Consciousness – The Seven Planets.
Experience and their Validation for the Theosophical
Teachings.

Theosophical Society in America, lectured on his book A
Theology on Love.

Vermeulen Johanna, Member of the International
Headquarters of the Theosophical Society, Point Loma
– Blavatksyhouse, and The Hague in The Netherlands,
archivist, and librarian of the Theosophical Society Point
Loma, lectured on The Seven Jewels of Wisdom.

THE TEAM OF THE EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF THEOSOPHY
We want to express our thanks to the team of the
European School of Theosophy and temporary volunteers.
Jan Nicolas Kind (Brazil- The Netherlands) and Tim Wyatt
(UK) are since September 2019 the EuST Advisers’ team.
Debbie Elliott and Janet Hoult revised the proceedings
of the EuST 2019. Juliet Bates (Italy) is co-directing the
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Online Courses and Publications; George Georgiades
(Greece) covers the Marketing & Graphic Design; Debbie
Elliott (UK) focuses on the future project of the creation
of an Art-Network; Rafael Marques de Albuquerque
(Brazil) is working on a Digital Theosophical Educational
Game Project; Elka Sinha (India) the ESO-FILM Festival;
Carlos Navarro is running the Whats App group. Taposhri
Ganguly (UK) temporarily occupied the position of Virtual
Assistant, with the function of introducing online speakers.
Other volunteers who also helped the EuST by introducing
speakers are Tim Wyatt; Juliet Bates; Ifigeneia Kastamoniti;
Anne Kelly; Lyndon Smith (UK) and Janet Lee. Many thanks
for all the support and work of the EuST 2020 team.
PUBLICATIONS
The book Memento Mori with the proceedings of the EuST
2018 in Pescia, Italy, has been released online, gratuitous.
Also the book on Reincarnation, Science, and the Ancient
Wisdom Tradition with the proceedings of the EuST 2019
in Eretria, Greece.
The FOTA Newsletter was released on 26 June 2020 with
the following articles:
Cataloguing of Theosophical Archives in India, by
Mriganka Mukhopadhya.
Archives of the Theosophical Society Adyar, by Tim
Boyd.
Interview with Leslie Price, by Erica Georgiades.
Copenhagen Center for the Study of Theosophy and
Esotericism, by Tim Rudbog.

Controversies about the Dondoukoff-Korsakoff
Letters, by Erica Georgiades.
We wish to thank all those who contributed their articles
for this issue.
SALON OF THEOSOPHY
The Salon of Theosophy is an experimental project aimed
at creating a virtual space to share experiences , creative
ideas and reflections on Theosophy and Esotericism.
Inspired by the 18th-century Salons, we tried to create an
online environment to facilitate the aims of the salon.
There have been several challenges in this project, one
of them being the difficulty of syntonise the schedule
of all participants and co-hosts. So far, there have been
a total of seven Salons of Theosophy. The first Salon
was opened with Joma Sipe and focused on his artwork.
The second Salon was with Gary Kidgell and focused on
the natal chart of The Theosophical Society. The third
Salon was with Gemma Bliss, and focused on Kundalini.
The fourth Salon was with Edi Bilimoria and focused on
Science and Theosophy; the fifth Salon was with Rafael
Albuquerque and focused on his vision for the work of
young Theosophists. The sixth Salon was with Mary and
Edward Abdill and focused on their lives and experiences
with Dora Kunz. The seventh salon was with Petra Meyer
and focused on various subjects. The co-hosts of the
Salons were Erica Georgiades, Lyndon Smith; Taposhri
Ganguly Juliet Bates, Ifigeneia Kastamoniti, Rumela Kundu.
We want to thank all guests and co-hosts.
JOMA SIPE

In Memoriam, by Louis Geertman.

We want to express our deepest gratitude to Joma Sipe,
from Portugal, for his artwork for the first meeting of The
In Memoriam, by Peregrin Campbell-Osgood.
Salon of Theosophy. He created a magnificent piece of art,
Archives of the Theosophical Society in Slovenia &
full of various esoteric symbols highlighted with gold paint
Yoguslavia, by Anton Rozman.
and swarovski, which inspires us. We would also like to
Recycled Lives, by Julie Chajes.
express our deepest gratitude for his second fantastic artArchives of the Westminster Gazette Unveils Isis, by piece, for the European School of Theosophy 2021. Both
Brett Forray.
art works are features in the present newsletter.
Early Days Membership in the Theosophical Society,
by Debbie Elliott.

ACADEMY OF THEOSOPHY AND ESOTERICISM

The EuST has created a website offering online courses.
It has been decided that all of the books by Geoffrey
Farthing will be adapted to online classes. The Blavatsky
Trust has kindly allowed us to use his books for this project.
Early Days Membership in TS Greece, by Ifigeneia
The first course, organised by Juliet Bates, focuses on his
Kastamoniti.
book Deity Cosmos and Man. Juliet Bates is also working
International Theosophical History Conference on the next online course that will focus on The Mystical
(ITHCon) 12-13 October – Athens, Greece, by Kabbalah a compilation by Farthing.
Debbie Elliott.
The Kenneth R. Small Archive of the Universal
Brotherhood and Theosophical Society at
Lomaland, 1874-1960, by Prof. James Santucci.
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Another online study course we are offering is An Intuitive
Approach to the Seven Stanzas of Dzyan - Cosmogenesis
by Beverley B. Noia. The TSA kindly allowed us to adapt it to
online study format. Also, the online course on An Intuitive
Course on the Stanzas of Dzyan – Anthropogenesis. The
creators of this course kindly offered it to the EuST, but
they want to remain anonymous. They are members of
The Theosophical Society in the UK.

•Pradeep Gohil Ancient Wisdom and Modern
Science.
• Aspasia Papadomichelaki - Divine Thought and
Universal Laws.

INTERNATIONAL THEOSOPHICAL HISTORY CONFERENCE
2019

The lectures of the International Theosophical History
Conference 2019 will soon be available online. The IThC
The following lectures from the EuST Conference 2019, 2019 took place at the Headquarters of the Theosophical
in Pescia, Greece, themed Reincarnation, Science, and Society Greece, 12-13 October 2019, where the General
the Ancient Wisdom Tradition, are now available on the Secretary of the Theosophical Society Greece, Dr
website of the Academy of Theosophy and Esotericism: Alexandros Bousoulengas, welcomed all participants
on behalf of the Greek Section. The lectures of this
https://europeanschooloftheosophy.eu/courses/
Conference were:
•Dr Tim Rudborg - Blavatsky’s Quest for the Secret
• Prof. James - Theosophical History and its Future.
of Reincarnation in Ancient Wisdom, and The
Importance of Reincarnation and its Connection
•Dr Chienhui Chuanc - H. P. Shastri’s (1882-1956)
with Evolution in the Secret Doctrine.
Theosophical Movement in the Far East.
EuST 2019

•Dr Julie Chajes - Transmission of the Secret
Doctrine in Isis Unveiled, and Reincarnation Rounds
and Races in the Secret Doctrine.
•Dr William W. Quinn - Transmigration in the
Perspective of Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, and
Precisely What of Human Beings Reincarnates?

•Dr Toshio Akai - Tahimuro Kume and International
Lodge Tokyo.
• Leslie Price - Stainton Moses – A Theosophist
despite of Himself.
• Erica Georgiades Who was Agardi Metrovitz?

•Tim Wyatt: Emerging Proofs of Reincarnation and
When We Die, How Long Before We Return?

• Bas Jacobs Contextualising the Mahatma Letters
in a Scholarly Context – A New Approach.

•Petra Mayer Man –The Eternal Pilgrim, and
Cosmogenesis, Rebirth of the Universe.

• Dr William W. Quinn Archival Notes of Ananda
Coomaraswamy to the Theosophical Society.

•Jon Knebel - Reincarnation, A Non-Dualistic
Viewpoint.

•DR im Rudborg - Between Theosophy and
Orientalism: Debates about an ‘Esoteric Buddhism’
in the Nineteenth Century.

•Pradeep Gohil Reincarnation, Its Causes and
Processes.
The following lectures from the EuST Conference 2019
in Eretria, Greece, are available free of charge on our
YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCYArOqP3csnR0nSMZL5zasg

•Dr Jim B. Tucker - Children’s’ Memories of Previous
Lives, and Birthmarks and Past Life Memories,
•Prof. Santucci - The Christmas Letter of 1886
• Arni Naren’dran - The Exoteric and Esoteric
Influence of Theosophy in Art.

•Dr Julie Chajes - Blavatsky’s Vedanta – A Case
Study in Cultural Entanglement.
• Spiros Petritakis - Dismembering George Frederic
Watts’s ‘Mesmeric Dolls’ – Music and Theosophy in
the Painter’s Later Works.
• K. Paul Johnson- In Search of Zanoni (In Absentia).
• Jaishree Kannan - Adyar Archives – Narrative of a
Treasure House.
The website of the ITHc is available in this link https://

theosophicalhistoryconference.eu/?page_id=3898
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INTERNATIONAL THEOSOPHICAL HISTORY CONFERENCE 2021/2022
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the IThC that was going to be organised in Adyar is postponed from 2021 to 2023. It
will take place at the International Theosophical Society Headquarters, Adyar, at the Blavatsky Bungalow, from 18-22 of
February 2023. It has been decided that in 2021 the IThC will be online and will focus on The Theosophical Movement
and Globalism Interconnections, Innovations, and Comparisons.
The Conference Committee is formed by the Chair Prof. Tim Rudbøg (Associate professor, Science of Religion, Director
of the Copenhagen Centre for the Study of Theosophy and Esotericism, University of Copenhagen); Prof. James Santucci
(Professor Emeritus of Religious Studies at California State University, Fullerton.); Prof. Olav Hammer (Professor of the
Study of Religions, University of Southern Denmark); Prof. Karl Baier (Associate Professor and Head of the Department
of Religious Studies, University of Vienna, Austria); Dr Deepak Padhi (D.Lit. Utkal University, Odisha. International VicePresident of the Theosophical Society); Erica Georgiades (MRes candidate University of Wales Trinity Saint David).
WHATS APP

As Above so Below,
A simple wisdom all could know.
Though trials and tribulations challenge our life,
We strive forth through pain and strife.
Shadows fade to perfect love,
For as Below,
So Above.
Erin Ratatosk

Carlos Navarro, from Venezuela, is administrating the Whats App group of the EuST. The whats app groups has been
created to promote the programmes and activities of the school. We are very grateful for his help and support.
INTERVIEWS
Erica Georgiades has interviewed Joma Sipe; Prof. P. Krishna and Juliet Bates. The interviews are available on our You
Tube channel.
SECURITY
Many thanks to Mary Abdill and Aad Unterhorst for their help in dealing with a zoom bomber. Also for the suggestions
on what can be improved in terms of security for our online meetings.
Reflections on the Pandemic
We want to register our thank you for all Theosophists who shared with us their reflections on the pandemic. They are: Arni
Nare’ndran, Blavatsky Lodge, Mumbai; Carlos Navarro, Venezuela; Finian Heavey, President Nottingham Lodge; Ifigeneia
Kastamoniti, TS Greece; Taposhri Ganguly, TS England; Meherangiz D. Baria, Blavatsky Lodge, T.S., Mumbai; Marlyn
Ranola, Rizaliana Lodge-Philippines; Robert Hutwohl, Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA; Petra Meyer, President of the Blavatsky
Lodge, TS England; Juliet Bates, TS England; April Hejka-Ekins, Alexandria West, USA; Martin Leiderman, TSA; Tim Wyatt,
Leeds Lodge TSE; Luke Michael Ironside, Virtual Centre for Theosophical Studies; Edi Bilimoria, England; Ray Howells, TSE;
Janet Hoult, TSE; Elka Sinha, TS India; Celeste M. Sasuman, TS-Philippines; William Bill Quiin, TSA; Mike Hall, TS Scotland.
In closing, we wish to express our gratitude for the International Headquarters of the Theosophical Society, Adyar, for
promoting our programme in their Newsletter. To The Theosophical Society Greece for their support, as well as to all
other Sections and Theosophical Societies that supported our work. To Jan Nicolaas Kind the Editor of the magazine
Theosophy Forward for his support. To all speakers and the EuST team. We also wish to express our gratitude to all
those who have participated in our programme whose names are too many to mention here. Finally, we wish to express
our deepest gratitude and appreciation for the support of The Blavatsky Trust.

Ifigeneia Kastamoniti
Secretary of the EuST Ingrid Eberhard-Evans
Erica Georgiades
Director of the EuST
Director of the EuST
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PROGRAMME
January

LOCATION: ZOOM

24, Sunday
16.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates (EuST Co-Director Publications & Courses)

24, Sunday
17.00 GMT

The Secret Doctrine
Erica Georgiades (MReS Cand)

27, Wednesday
20.00 GMT
31, Sunday
17.00 GMT

The HOW to Inner Peace
Constance Kellough (Author & Publisher)
Magic & Sound
Petra Meyer (President of Blavatsky Lodge)

If anything is worth doing, do it with all your heart.
Buddha

Erica Georgiades

Director of the EuST, MReS Religious Exp (Cand.)
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Constance Kellough

Founder of Namaste Publishing, Author & Teacher

Petra Meyer

President of The Blavatsky Lodge London

Juliet Bates

EuST Courses & Publications co-director
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February

SEMINAR
Dream Incubation: What it is, why it’s useful and how to do it.
Joan Harthan, PhD

07, Sunday
17.00 GMT

Some Unrecognised Factors in Healing’: The Forgotten Occult Work
of the London Theosophical Research Centre
Janet Lee (MA)

14, Sunday
17.00 GMT

06 Saturday
17.00 GMT
07, Sunday
17.00 GMT
13 Saturday
17.00 GMT

SEMINAR
Making Sense of Your Dream
Joan Harthan, PhD

14, Sunday
17.00 GMT

Parabrahman: Emptiness or Fullness; To be or not to be?
José Anacleto

20 Saturday
18.00 GMT

SEMINAR
Taking Action
Joan Harthan, PhD

21, Sunday
17.00 GMT

Spirituality in Comics
Mary Abdill

28 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

28, Sunday
17.00 GMT

Secrets of Death
Tim Wyatt

Joan Harthan, PhD
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March

06 Saturday
18.00 GMT

13 Saturday
18.00 GMT

Author

LOCATION: ZOOM

Janet Lee

MA History of Art and Design & Psychotherapy
& Healing Practice

José Manuel Anacleto

President of the Centro Lusitano de Unificação
Cultural

Mary Abdill

President of Creative Data Movers

SEMINAR
Introduction & The Yoga of Arjuna’s Crisis
Ravi Ravindra, PhD
Jesus and the Brotherhood of the Essenes
Petra Meyer
SEMINAR
The Yoga of Awareness
Ravi Ravindra, PhD
The Geometry of Nature and Cosmos – Divine Mind Made Manifest
Tom Bree

20 Saturday
17.00 GMT

SEMINAR
The Yoga of Action
Ravi Ravindra, PhD

21, Sunday
17.00 GMT

The Secret Doctrine —A Timeless Guide to Self-Discovery Part I
Keith Pritsker

27 Saturday
17.00 GMT

SEMINAR
The Yoga of Sacred Knowledge
Ravi Ravindra, PhD

28, Sunday
16.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

28, Sunday
17.00 GMT

The Mystical Kabbalah of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
Juliet Bates

Ravi Ravindra, PhD
Author

LOCATION: ZOOM

Tom Bree

Geometer- Artist, Teacher and Writer

Tim Wyatt

Journalist and author

Keith Pritsker

Associate of the United Lodge of Theosophists
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April
03 Saturday
16:00 GMT

LOCATION: ZOOM

May

04, Sunday
16.00 GMT

Life in Hidden Dimensions
Tim Wyatt

10 Saturday
16.00 GMT

SEMINAR
The Yoga of Devotion and Love
Ravi Ravindra, PhD

11, Sunday
16.00 GMT
17 Saturday
16.00 GMT
18, Sunday
16.00 GMT
22 Thursday
19.00 GMT

02, Sunday
16.00 GMT

SEMINAR
The Yoga of Renunciation in Action
Ravi Ravindra, PhD

05, Wednesday
19.00 GMT
08, Saturday
19.00 GMT
09, Sunday
16.00 GMT
15, Saturday
11.00 GMT

Absoluteness as Evidence and as Denial of Limits and Attributes
José Anacleto

16, Sunday
16.00 GMT

SEMINAR
The Yoga of Freedom by Renunciation
Ravi Ravindra, PhD

22, Saturday
11.00 GMT

Dante’s Journey in Gothic Cathedral Design
Tom Bree

23, Sunday
15.00 GMT

Earth Day
Mary Abdill

23, Sunday
16.00 GMT

25, Sunday
15.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

25, Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Secret Doctrine—A Timeless Guide to Self-Discovery – Part II
Keith Pritsker

29, Saturday
11.00 GMT
30, Sunday
16.00 GMT

Edi Bilimoria, PhD

Writer, Lecturer, Educationalist, and Engineer
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Constance Kellough
Author, Teacher & Publisher

José Manuel Anacleto

President of the Centro Lusitano de Unificação
Cultural

Mary Abdill

President of Creative Data Movers

Vic Hao Chin

Founder and chairman of the Golden Link School

LOCATION: ZOOM

Hidden Liturgy
Edward Abdill
The Chronicles of Bizah, Student of Truth
Constance Kellough
White Lotus Day
The Golden Stairs
Juliet Bates
SEMINAR
The Principles and Practice of Meditation
Vic Hao Chin
(Theme to be added.)
SEMINAR
The Integration of Meditational Practice with Daily Life
Vic Hao Chin
Healing Circle
Juliet Bates
Spiritual, Transcendental and Psychic Experiences as Described
in The Secret Doctrine
Erica Georgiades
SEMINAR
The Spiritual Life
Vic Hao Chin
Symbolism opens the intuition to an understanding of the inner
workings of Cosmos, Nature, and Man
Edi Bilimoria, PhD

Tom Bree

Geometer- Artist, Teacher and Writer

Erica Georgiades

Director of the EuST, MReS Religious Exp (Cand.)

Edward Abdill

Past Vice President of the Theosophical Society
in America
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June

July

05 Saturday
15:00 GMT

SEMINAR
Science, Education and Spirituality
P. Krishna, PhD

06, Sunday
16.00 GMT

Daughters of the Pythia: Women and Occult States of Consciousness
in the Theosophical Movement
Janet Lee, MAs

09 Wednesday
19.00 GMT
12, Saturday
15.00 GMT

To be announced

11 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Is it a Rope, or Is it a Snake?
Edward Abdill

Theosophy and Hollywood 1905 to 2021
Moon Laramie

18 Sunday
16.00 GMT

SEMINAR
Science, Education and Spirituality
P. Krishna, PhD

Introduction to Anthropogenesis
Johanna Vermeulen

25 Sunday
15.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

25 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Theme to be announced

Death to Rebirth
Edward Abdill

18 Saturday
15.00 GMT

SEMINAR
Science, Education and Spirituality
P. Krishna, PhD

20 Sunday
15.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

20 Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Cosmic Egg
Ifigeneia Kastamoniti

27 Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Great Principles of Occult Anthropogenesis
José Anacleto

Trustee Krishnamurti Foundation Varanasi

LOCATION: ZOOM

04 Sunday
16.00 GMT

13 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Prof.P. Krishna
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LOCATION: ZOOM

Moon Laramie

Author, Member of the TSE

Janet Lee

MA History of Art and Design & Psychotherapy
& Healing Practice

Ifigeneia Kastamoniti
Secretary of the EuST

Johanna Vermeulen

The Theosophical Society Point Loma

José Manuel Anacleto

President of the Centro Lusitano de Unificação
Cultural

Juliet Bates

EuST Co-Director Publications & Online Courses

Edward Abdill

Past Vice President of the Theosophical Society
in America
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August

LOCATION: ZOOM

01 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Blavatsky Unveiled: Bringing Blavatsky’s Writings into Modern English
Moon Laramie

08 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Dharma: The Lodestar of Life
Edward Abdill

15 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Stanza II Cosmogenesis
Eugene Jennings, MD

22 Sunday
15.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

22 Sunday
16:00 GMT

Cosmogenesis Stanza IV
Martin Leiderman

29 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Theme to be added

Eugene Jennings, MD
United Lodge of Theosophists
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Moon Laramie

Author, Member of the TSE

September

Edward Abdill

Past Vice President of the Theosophical Society
in America

Martin Leiderman
Krotona

05 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Correspondence and analogy as keys to accessing the operation
of the Hermetic Axiom
Edi Bilimoria, PhD

12 Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Wheel of Creative Motion
Ifigeneia Kastamoniti

19, Sunday
15.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

19 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Special Energies that Emerge in Cosmogenesis: Fohat, Ākāśa, and
Ether as Set Forth in Stanzas V and VII”
William Bill Quinn, PhD

26 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Stanza III Cosmogenesis
Eugene Jennings, MD

Ifigeneia Kastamoniti
Author

LOCATION: ZOOM

Edi Bilimoria, PhD

Writer, Lecturer, Educationalist, and Engineer

William Bill Quinn, PhD
Author and Lawyer

Eugene Jennings, MD
United Lodge of Theosophists
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October

LOCATION: ZOOM

November

LOCATION: ZOOM

03 Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Secret Doctrine: Stanza I, Part I
Petra Meyer

07 Sunday
17.00 GMT

The Secret Doctrine: Stanza I, Part II
Petra Meyer

10 Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Secret Doctrine
Erica Georgiades (MReS cand.)

14, Sunday
17.00 GMT

Insights into the Stanzas and Cosmogenesis in the Proem to
The Secret Doctrine
William Bill Quinn, PhD

17 Sunday
15.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

21 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

17 Sunday
16.00 GMT

The Atlantean Mysteries, Part I
Tim Wyatt

21, Sunday
17.00 GMT

Desire, Inner Selfishness, and the Theosophical Society
Edward Abdill

24 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Norse Tradition and Mythology in Isis Unveiled and The Secret Doctrine
Moon Laraime

28 Sunday
17.00 GMT

Anthropogenesis Stanza I.
Martin Leiderman

(Please note that clocks go back at 02:00 on 31 October – end of summertime)
31 Sunday
17.00 GMT

Erica Georgiades

Director of the EuST, MReS Religious Exp (Cand.)
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Anthropogenesis, Stanzas VII and VIII
Johanna Vermeulen

Moon Laramie

Author, Member of the TSE

Tim Wyatt

Journalist and author

Petra Meyer

President of The Blavatsky Lodge London

Martin Leiderman
Krotona

Juliet Bates

EuST Courses & Publications co-director

William Bill Quinn, PhD
Author and Lawyer

Edward Abdill

Past Vice President of the Theosophical Society
in America
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December

LOCATION: ZOOM

05 Sunday
17.00 GMT

The Atlantean Mysteries Part II
Tim Wyatt

12 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Healing Circle
Juliet Bates

12 Sunday
16.00 GMT

Closing European School of Theosophy 2021
Erica Georgiades

We need you.
BECAUSE,
we have many expenses to cover.

BECAUSE,


we do not ask for membership fees

BECAUSE,
during the world pandemic, the EuST has been offering
educational, Theosophical and spiritual resources to lift and
brighten the hearts and souls of people from all around the
world.

HOW TO REGISTER
To register for online lectures, please subscribe to our newsletter by visiting this link. We
will send our subscribers a weekly newsletter and zoom link. Thank you.
https://us15.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=b50d6b93627b9bd7ca84630ce&id=4dfbd8b72d

You may also register now by visiting the link below.

Can you help?
Great oaks from little acorns grow,
and Mighty oaks from little acorns grow.
Please, support the European School of Theosophy
by giving a contribution.

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEucOGrrjgiH9BYJaAcyPCkhsQ-oYvgoZi1

For more information, contact us eustheosophy@gmail.com
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PAY PAL
For British Pounds
For Euros
Email address:
Santander Bank
ING Bank
eustheosophy@gmail.com IBAN: BE95 3300 6629 0258
European School of Theosophy
BIC (SWIFT): BBRUBEBB
or click here
BIC (SWIFT): ABBYGB2LXXX
IBAN:B21ABBEY09012922571207 https://europeanschooloftheosophy.eu/?page_
id=4440
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THE EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF THEOSOPHY 2021 FRONTISPIECE SYMBOLISM
Joma Sipe https://www.jomasipe.com/
This Frontispiece was inspired by a secondary
theme for The European School of Theosophy
2021 – The Secret Doctrine.
This Frontispiece’s theme is entitled “THE
HEART CHAMBER OF THE LION,” and
was inspired on W. Q. Judge tribute to H.P. B:
“In Memory of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky by
some of her Pupils,” London, New York, Madras, 1891, where he mentions:
“(...) Others I know have looked with
suspicion on an appearance they could
not fathom, and though it is true they
adduce many proofs which, hugged
to the breast, would damn sages and
gods, yet it is only through blindness
they failed to see the lion’s glance, the
diamond heart of H. P. B. (...) H. P.
B. had a lion heart, and on the work
traced out for her she had the lion’s
grasp;(...).”
Also in his article on “The Path” (v. VI, N. 3,
June, 1891):
“H. P. B. : A Lion-Hearted Colleague
Passes
(...) That she always knew what would
be done by the world in the way of slander and abuse I also know, for in 1875
she told me that she was then embarking
on a work that would draw upon her unmerited slander, implacable malice, uninterrupted misunderstanding, constant
work, and no worldly reward. Yet in the
face of this her lion heart carried her on.
Nor was she unaware of the future of the
Society. In 1876 she told me in detail the
course of the Society’s growth for future
years, of its infancy, of its struggles, of
its rise into the “luminous zone” of the
public mind; and these prophecies are
being all fulfilled.(...)”.
Also on the Frontispiece dedication of Jasper
Niemand’s (Julia Keightley / Mrs. J. Campbell Ver-Planck) book “The Wonder-Light and
Other Tales. True Philosophy for Children,”
(London: Theosophical Publishing Company,
1890) there is the following dedicatory: “To
the Lion Heart now known as Helena Petronovna Blavatsky this little book is offered by
the author.”
From H.P. Blavatsky book, “Isis Unveiled,”
and the amazing and detailed gold spine of the
early editions, I took the main Isis Goddess
figure seated on a Sphinx, with Lion body and
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Human face, using a long Veil and holding a
Tyet (also known as the girdle of Isis). The figures of “Adonai” and “Adanari,” are found on
pages 452 and 453 of the 1877, first original
edition of “Volume II – Theology.”
On the center bottom of the entire structure
of the Frontispiece, H.P.B. personal signet
seal, with her Astrological and Kaballistical
signs, representing Leo, Virgo, the Hebrew
letter “Shin”, the Swastika, the coronet of the
Countess, the Ouroboros, the double triangle
or Solomon´s Seal and the E.B. letters standing
for Elena Blavatsky. This is discussed in the
magazine “The Path”, Vol. VII, N. 11, February 1893, page 343. The other symbol on the
botton right remains a mystery to me, I link it
to the symbol for the Ascending Lunar Node
or Rahu.
I also used the Tetraktys of Pythagoras, a triangle in with ten points or numbers from one
to ten, arranged in such a way that there are a
three groups of four placed in the three sides
of the triangle and one in the center. This one
representing on the place of the ten points or
numbers, the Hebrew Letters of the Tetragrammaton or “The Four Sacred Letters of God´s
Name YHWH, the Hebrew word . ”
On both sides of the Arch the symbol for The
Flower of Life.
On the two pillars beside the Isis figure, the
motto of The Theosophical Society “Satyat Nasti Paro Dharmah” in Sanskrit Letters,
meaning “There Is No Religion Higher Than
Truth” and the name “The European Shool of
Theosophy” written in Greek.
On the center top the letters “T S” standing
for Theosophical Society, arranged in a Monogram figure, the letters Alfa and Omega and
the “OM or AUM” letter.
On the middle of the structure the word “SAT”
(Sanskrit word for “Absolute Truth”) used by
H.P.B. on her signet ring.
On both sides of the main arch structure, the
Astrological Signs for Leo, the symbol and the
Leo Constellation drawn by the rulling major
stars, also the Symbol and the Planetary Seal
for the Sun, the planet regent of Leo, and the
two Sigils for the Intelligence Nakiel and the
Spirit Sorath.
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A LION HEARTED COLLEAGUE PASSES.
William Q. Judge
(The Path, 1891, vi, 3)

“ On the shore stood Hiawatha,
Turned and waived his hand at parting ;
On the clear and luminous water
Launched his birch canoe for sailing,
From the pebbles of the margin
Shoved it forth into the margin,
Shoved it forth into the water ;
Whispered to it, ‘ Westward ! Westward ! ’
And with speed it darted forward. •
And the evening sun descending
Set the clouds on fire with redness,
‘ Burned the broad sky, like a prairie,
Left upon the level water
Ofie long track and trail of splendor,
Down whose stream-, as down a river,
Westward, Westward Hiawatha
Sailed into the fiery sunset, .
* Sailed into the purple vapors,
« Sailed into the dusk of evening.
***
Thus departed Hiawatha, ‘
Hiawatha the beloved, * *
To the Islands of the Blessed. ”

That which men call death is but a change of location for the Ego, a mere transformation, a forsaking for a time of the
mortal frame, a short period of rest before one reassumes another human frame in the world of mortals. The Lord of
this body is nameless; dwelling in numerous tenements of clay, it appears to come and go; but neither death nor time
can claim it, for it is deathless, unchangeable, and pure, beyond Time itself, and not to be measured. So our old friend
and fellow-worker has merely passed for a short time out of sight, but has not given up the work begun so many ages
ago— the uplifting of humanity, the destruction of the* shackles ‘that enslave the human mind.
I met H. P. B. in 1875 ‘n the city of New York where she was living in Irving Place. There she suggested the formation of the Theosophical Society, lending to its beginning the power of her individuality and giving to its President
and those who have stood by it ever since the knowlege of the existence of the Blessed Masters. In 1877 she wrote Isis
Unveiled in my presence, and helped in the proof reading by the President of the Society. This book she declared to me
then was intended to aid the cause for the advancement of which the Theososophical Society was founded. Of this I
speak with knowledge, for I was present and at her request drew up the contract for its publication between her and
her New York publisher. When that document was signed she said to me in the street, Now 1 must go to India.”
In November, 1878, she went to India and continued the work of helping’ her colleagues to spread the Society’s
influence there, working in that mysterious land until she returned to London in 1887. There was then in London but
one Branch of the Society— the London Lodge— the leaders of which thought it should work only with the upper and
cultured clashes. The effect of H. P. B .’s coming there was that Branches began to spring up, so that now they are in
many English towns, in Scotland, and in Ireland. There she founded her magazine Lucifer, there worked night and day
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for the Society loved by the core of her heart, there wrote the Secret Doctrine, the Key to Theosophy, and the Voice
of the Silence, and there passed away from a body that had been worn oijt by unselfish work for the good-of the
few of our century but of the many in the centuries to come.
It has been said by detractors that she went to India because she merely left a barren field here, by
sudden impulse and without a purpose. But the contrary is the fact In the very beginning of the Society I drew
up with my own hand at her-request the diplomas of some members here and there in India who were in correspondence and were of different faiths. Some of them were Parsees. She always said she would have to go to India
as soon as the Society was under way here and Isis should be finished. And when she had been in India some
time, her many letters to me expressed her intention to return to England so as to open the movement actively
and outwardly there in order that the three great points on the worlds surface— India, England, and America—
should have active’ centres of’Theosophical work. This determination was expressed to me before the attempt
made by the Psychical Research Society on her reputation,— of which also I know a good deal to be used at a
future time, as I was present in India ‘before and after the alleged expose—and she returned to England to carry
out her. purpose fven in the face of charges that she could not stay in India. But to disprove these she went back
to Madras, and then again rejourneyed to London.
That she always knew what would be done by the world in the way of slander and abuse 1 also know,
for in 1875 she told me that she was then embarking on a work that would draw upon her unmerited slander,
implacable malice, uninterrupted misunderstanding, constant work, and no worldly reward. Yet in the face of
this her lion heart carried her on. Nor was she unaware of the future of the Society. In 1876 she told me in detail
the course of the Society’s growth for future years, of its infancy, of its struggles, of its rise into the “ luminous
zone ” of the public mind ; and these prophecies are being all fulfilled.
Much has been said about her “ phenomena”, some denying them, others alleging trick and device.
Knowing her for so many years so well, and having seen at her hands in private the production of more and
more varied phenomena than it has been the good fortune of all others of her friends put together to see, I know
for myself that she had control of hidden powerful laws of nature not known to our science, and I also know that
she never boasted of her powers, never advertised their possession, never publicly advised anyone to attempt
theiracquirement, but always turned the eyes of those who could understand her to a life of altruism based on a
knowledge of true philosophy. If the world thinks that her days were spent in deluding her followers by pretended phenomena, it is solely because her injudicious friends, against her expressed wish, gave out wonderful stories
of “ miracles” which can not be proved to a. skeptical public and which are not the aim of the Society nor were
ever more than mere incidents in the life of H. P. Blavatsky.
Her aim was to elevate the race. Her method was to deal with the mind of the century as she found it, by trying
to lead it on step by step; to seek out and educate a few who, appreciating the majesty of the Secret Science and
devoted to ‘‘ the great orphan Humanity “, could carry on her work with zeal and wisdom ; to found a Society
whose efforts— however small itself might be—would inject into the thought of the day the ideas, the doctrines,
the nomenclature of the Wisdom Religion, so that when the next century shall have seen its 75th year the new
messenger coming again into the world would find the Society still at work, the ideas sown broadcast, the nomenclature ready to give expression and body to the immutable truth, and thus to make easy the task which for her
since 1875 was so difficult and so encompassed with obstacles in the very paucity o f the language,— obstacles
harder than all else to work against.
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For quite some time I worked intensively on the
Frontispiece for the first Salon of Theosophy,
initiated and set up by Erica Georgiades, and
co-hosted by both Lyndon Smith and Taposhri
Ganguly. The first session took place on September 7 and it was a great pleasure and honor to
be the guest of this first edition of the Salon and
to work on the Frontispiece.

Additionally I used other main Symbolistic and
Theosophical motifs to further draw my version.
The main structure was then framed with a lotus
flower motif, having on the top the motto of The
Theosophical Society in Sanskrit, Satyan Nasti
Paroh Dharma. On top of the arch there is the
double triangle, within it the swastika.

Watch the first edition of Salon of Theosophy,
click here

The Om symbol is located inside the winged
Scarabeus, a symbol of immortality. You can
also see the Egyptian cobra Uraeus/Wadget.

This Frontispiece was inspired by the illustration
of a frontispiece created by “A. S.” (I believe the
initials of Alexandre Séon). This “historical” Salon took place during various sessions between
March 10 and April 10, 1892 and was organized
by Sar Mérodack Joséphin Peladan, with as objective to promote artists and to present art as a
Grand and Spiritual Mystery:
“Nous sommes peu contre tous, mais les anges sont nôtres.
Nous n’avons point de chefs, mais les vieux
maîtres du haut du paradis, nous guideront
vers Montsalvat. (...) nous oeuvrerons aux
échos des prières, émules, non rivaux, différents, non pas divergents ; car l’artiste est
un prêtre, un roi un mage ! car l’art est un
mystère, le seul empire véritable, le grand
miracle!” Sar Peladan, Salon de la RoseCroix, Avril, 1892
Artists like Carlos Schawbe, Jean Delville, Alphonse Osbert, Alexandre Séon, and many others were present at the Salon sessions with their
art works.

On the left-hand side of the arch, the Diagram
consists of the Hebrew letters of the Tetragrammaton, arranged in a Pythagorean Tetractys
shape, creating God´s Name and that also is repeated at the bottom center of the entire frame.
On the right-hand side the serpent encircling a
T-shape sword. This was one of the first symbols
of the Theosophical Society symbols, representing the two capitals TS interlaced.
These two drawings are inside the Ouroboros
symbol and also represent the two triangles,
one up and the other one down, symbolizing the
masculine and feminine, positive and negative
aspects of the energy present in the Universe.
Also on the arch, inside a 6-pointed star, the letters of the word SAT (truth), which also appears
on H.P.B.’s famous seal ring.
Down in the center, the Egyptian cross ANKH,
and on the left the Greek word ALPHA (beginning) and on the right OMEGA (end), representing infinity.

My Frontispiece was inspired by the main general theme: the Assyrian winged bull with human
head, from the statues on the main doors at the
palace of Khorsabad city, as well as the main
Gothic arch and the winged rose on top of the
arch.
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FREEDOM

Know, striving soul, on truth intent,
That not with words by mortal sent—
Faint shimmerings of earthly light—
Shall ever-living truth be taught,
Or light to gild the path be bought,
That leads us upward from the night
But govern mind with ordered will,
Subduing this with knowledge still,
Fanning the spark within that glows,
The essence of that power divine,
The pledge to man from mystic time,
The light from thrones above that flows.
Then may the spirit, bathed in light,
Soar upward from the realms of night,
No more a fettered earth-bound thing,
But freed from clay, and doubt, and slime,
Triumphant over death and time!
To the eternal ever cling!
P. H. D.
(Lucifer, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 15th, 1887, p.185)

Joma Sipe is a Symbolist and Visionary Artist.
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REFLECTIONS OF THE PANDEMIC

THE TRUE UNIVERSAL WISDOM WILL BRING LASTING CHANGE
Petra Meyer, President of The Blavatsky Lodge, London, England.
“Almost nothing is known of the laws of magnetism
and the other imponderable agents; almost
nothing of their effects upon our bodies and
minds; even that which is known and moreover
perfectly demonstrated, is attributed to chance,
and curious coincidences,” wrote HPB in Isis
Unveiled (Vol. I p. 274), and carries on to say “But
we do know, by these coincidences, that there
are periods when certain diseases, propensities,
fortunes, and misfortunes of humanity are more
rife than at others.” There are times of epidemic
in moral and physical affairs. In one epoch “the
spirit of religious controversy will arouse the
most ferocious passions of which human nature
is susceptible, provoking mutual persecution,
bloodshed, and wars; at another, an epidemic
of resistance to constituted authority will spread
over half the world … rapid and simultaneous as
the most virulent bodily disorder.”

Memento Mori: Worldviews on Death Dying
In response to the challenges created by the global public health crisis of COVID-19, you can
now download the proceedings of the European School of Theosophy Pescia, Italy, 2018, Memento Mori: Worldviews on Death and Dying. Please, to download it click here https://bit.
ly/39kTuLM
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This sounds as if the current epidemic is not a
‘coincidence’ either – no effect without a cause.
For decades we have polluted our environment
without thinking of the consequences and strong
warnings from environmental activists. Nature
cannot cope any longer and fights for its survival.
We always have to remember that everything in
the Universe is regulated by Karma, the law of
cause and effect. It is not punishment what we
are experiencing now but an adjustment of the
equilibrium.

in every manifestation of life, whether vegetable,
animal, human, collective, earthly or cosmic – the
forces of good and evil. Harmful results will always
follow deviation from the good.
If, for example, we neglect to cultivate the topsoil
and do not return to it all the values we have
drawn from it, the soil will be impoverished, plants
and animals will suffer deficiency and we become
sick. If we neglect to maintain the right degree
of moisture, drought will follow and may lead to
famine. If we dwell in places where the rays of
the sun cannot reach us, we will become victims
of diseases due to the lack of the sun’s energies
and a sufficient supply of vitamins. If we breath
air unfit for human organisms it will weaken our
immune system.
If we use inferior foods, our vitality will be
impaired. If we cut down our trees without
replacing them, deserts will be created and the
climate will change for the worse. If we deviate
from our natural code of life – good thoughts,
good words, good deeds – the loss of our mental,
moral and collective equilibrium will follow.

Neglect of the great Masterpieces of all ages will
result in one-sidedness and ignorance. Neglect of
the cult of life will prevent us from knowing our
place in the universe. In every manifestation of life
we shall find that there is both good and evil, and
that we have always to choose between the two,
by which we either increase universal harmony or
In all world philosophies we find warnings about
universal discord, we cannot remain neutral.
the consequences when deviating from the law
of Nature. For instance, according to Zoroaster in
the Zend Avesta we shall find two opposing forces
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In the original Aramaic text of “The Essene Gospel
of Peace Book IV –Teachings of the Elect” (found
and translated by Dr Edmond Bordeaux Szekely),
Jesus says:
there will come a day when the Son of Man
will turn his face from his Earthly Mother
and betray her … selling her into slavery,
her flesh being ravaged, her blood polluted
and her breath smothered; he will bring
the fire of death into all the parts of her
kingdom, and his hunger will devour all her
gifts and leave in their place only a desert.
All these things will he do out of ignorance
of the Law … As he plunders and ravages
and destroys his Earthly Mother, so does
he … destroy himself. For he was born of
his Earthly Mother, he is one with her, and
all that he does to his Mother so does he
do to himself … I tell you truly, the Book
of Nature is a Holy Scroll, and if you would
have the Sons of Men save themselves and
find everlasting Life, teach them how once
again to read from the living pages of the
Earthly Mother … only when he returns to
the bosom of his Earthly Mother will he find
everlasting Life and the Stream of Life which
leads to his Heavenly Father. … For the
Heavenly Father is the One Law … Glorious
indeed is the inheritance of the Son of Man
… but first he must seek and find peace with
his body, his thoughts, his feelings, with all
Sons of Men, with holy knowledge and the
Kingdom of the Earthly Mother … he must
have peace that is sevenfold before he can
know the one peace which surpasses all
understanding, even that of the Heavenly
Father.
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The current epidemic has brought unimaginable
grief and misery to thousands of people, but also
developed an intense global feeling of brother/
sisterhood around the world, of selfless care for
others or true altruism. We realize now that not
only the Internet works worldwide, but that due
to our fast transport systems epidemics cannot
be locally contained any more, they spread like
wildfire almost in an instant.
Time will show if we are willing to learn from
our current experiences. Only the true universal
wisdom of Theosophy will bring lasting change.
With our dedicated and combined effort we
should be grateful every day for having the chance
to spread this ancient wisdom for the benefit of
All.



WE ARE SPARKS OF THAT ONE INFINITE SPIRIT
Carlos Navarro, Venezuela.
Pandemics are nothing new to us; we have suffered many thorough the years. Recently, we have had
H1N1, Avian, Ebola, SARS and HIV that has already affected more than twenty-five million people, and
is still around.
What is unusual about COVID-19 is that it has affected everyone equally, rich or poor, black or white,
European or Asian or African, celebrities or commoners, intellectuals or ignorant, and across all
continents alike. We have all been affected by this virus in one way or another, if we have not suffered
it personally, then perhaps a family member, friend or neighbour have been infected by it.
A virus is a basic microscopic living being: genes surrounded by a membrane. They need to infect cells
to complete and replicate. Viruses transmitted within the same species, as they usually are, can even
be beneficial as they transmit genes that improve the genetics of the species. It is very likely that they
played a fundamental role in the early evolution of life on earth.
Today, more than ever, we must realize that we are all Sparks of that ONE and Infinite Spirit,
including the very basic microscopic viruses, and that we are in this universe together to advance in
our evolution. Hopefully, step-by-step and life-after-life, we are achieving that goal.
All the suffering and anguish caused by ourselves, because the viruses infected humans by human
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ENVISIONING THE LOTUS OF THE MIND

THERE IS PLENTY OF ENERGY TO GUIDE US

Arni Nare’ndran, Blavatsky Lodge, Mumbai, India.

Finian Heavey, President of Nottinghan Lodge, England.

It was one morning in early March, getting up from
bed, my first task was to tune into my favourite
radio station-SBS Sydney. It had replaced my BBC
listening habit of years since the days of Carly
Simon, their shortwave services to South Asia
having thinned down over the years. I suddenly
got up with a jerk as I heard the Australian Prime
Minister announce a ‘Lockdown’. What the
heavens did it mean, it wasn’t clear as I stuck my
ear to the Radio. But then the cascading effect
of the dreaded word was set in motion, the
early morning Tele-channel, the newspapers,
my daughter’s office conversation were all
amplifying the genie into a glorious Monster the indefatigable virus – COVID-19 that was said
to emanate from the wet market of Wuhan, in
China, and which had struck a body blow to the
entire planet.

My Lodge meetings were now conducted on
Zoom and our Lodge team started mobilizing
donations from gracious members to pay the full
salaries of the Blavatsky Lodge workers, which
we continue to do. Personally, the words of H.P.B.
keep echoing in my heart: she said, Altruism is the
hallmark of progress on this Theosophical path.
Looking out for opportunities to help fellow beings
everyday has become my new surfing passion on
the social network. If God has bestowed one with
abundance, one doesn’t have to be a Rockefeller,
to share with the community.
COVID-19, is a pause button in my life, breaking
bread with my family and feeling the warmth of
friends and strangers for whom I have never had
enough time in all these years, in a fast-paced city
like Mumbai. I discovered one such spiritual mate
in a Zoom meeting in distant Argentina. I could
now read more Theosophical books, engage in
more writing and participate in Zoom meetings
all over: Manila, Moscow, Singapore, Kiev and
Philadelphia.

In a matter of days, COVID-19 had become a
global pandemic. The Indian government placed
a gubernatorial order restricting movement
and what began in March is still stretching well
into August, with Mumbai my resident city, still
Negotiating life in COVID-19 times has been
to open. It was topping the national charts in
enriching for both a worldly as well as a spiritual
afflictions and still continues its pride of place.
experience. More importantly one’s realization
Theosophists are made of sterner stuff. Spirituality becomes clear: all of Humanity is One - there
teaches us to negotiate crises, small or big, by is no other. As advised by our President, Bro
first accepting them. Daily activities were quickly Tim Boyd, in his global speech during “World
rechartered, more yoga, more meditation, more Meditation Hour, to envision a more congenial
conversations with friends and troubled souls. world post COVID. I visualize a Thousand Petal
Rehashing my music interest with The Doors, Lotus Bloom on this Planet, from amidst the
Donovan and Thelonious Monk, I was gradually COVID-19 quagmire.
transforming my ‘cage’ into a Nirvanic Pad.
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The reality of COVID-19 has changed everything. may be transformed, at a local level. We need
New experiences, new words, new lifestyles. By to avoid those people whose desire is simply to
their imposition of lockdown global governments restart and continue the past.
inadvertently created fear and uncertainty
throughout the world. These things are not to
be got rid of quickly. Lockdown means the total
stoppage of normality. This is linked with a subtle
and insipid fear and uncertainty of the future. We
cannot just turn a key in the ignition as if you were
starting a car and have everything running the
way it used to before.
So, what is our coping strategy? How are we
supposed to deal with all this uncertainty? I think
the answer is simpler than we realise. We need
to cultivate our connection with our HigherSelf. Theosophists believe that we are multidimensional beings. We need to get this working
in a very practical way. It doesn’t matter if we are
thinking about Angels, God, Masters or any other
name we give spiritual energy. We just need to
work with it daily!
This idea came to me early in the pandemic
when we were in a state of lockdown. A how do
I cope with this; type of situation? In meditation
the realisation came to me that I could be very
specific, even down to asking when is the most
appropriate time for me to visit the supermarket?
I now have the awareness that there is plenty of
spiritual energy to guide us in what we should be
doing.
We need to remember that there is no great time
machine that can take us all back to September
2019 before this all happened. This does not need
to be a disaster, rather an opportunity to see what
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THE CHAIN OF MEDIATE CAUSES
WIilliam Bill Quinn, PhD, USA
Regarding connecting links in the chain of mediate causes that directly affect our lives, HPB wrote: “As
no cause remains without its due effect from greatest to least, from a cosmic disturbance down to the
movement of your hand...Karma is that unseen and unknown law which adjusts wisely, intelligently
and equitably each effect to its cause, tracing the latter back to its producer.” There can be little doubt
that the Covid-19 global pandemic is one such link. We are therefore obliged to discern its causes, both
physically and metaphysically, and take corresponding action.
The modern world seems to be a creature that refuses stubbornly either to save or to help itself. It
is a world of tumult, suffering, and incertitude, and one where we are on the cusp of an inversion
of principles and values where good yields to evil, truth yields to falsehood, exploitation yields to
sustainable stewardship, and so on. Once effected these inversions come with a price, which we pay
in global chaos and suffering, including disease.
To those without comprehension of this immutable law of compensation, pandemics and similar
cataclysmic events seem incomprehensible. Yet as students of the philosophia perennis, and the
greater comprehension it fosters, we know that humankind is the author, the decreer, of its own
misfortune. This means such dire events are not incomprehensible, but altogether understandable.
Accordingly, this pandemic provides all of us with an opportunity to reevaluate priorities. For those
who see this crisis as random and incomprehensible, it is an opportunity to learn that our actions
as a species necessarily have consequences. For those who see this crisis as a symptom, as both
predictable and comprehensible based on the law of karma, it is an opportunity to teach this law to
our fellow global citizens who lack awareness.
For these reasons the Adept M. referred to Theosophy as the last and only “...Salvation on the present
troubled waters of Kali-yug! Blind are they who see and perceive not.” Our mission, therefore, is to
help them “perceive,” and thus help them arrive at spiritual balance and truth.
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CIRCUMSCRIBING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Mike Hall
As lockdown restrictions were being eased, myself The author strongly suggests that Jesus was also
and fellow TS members started to meet up again transmitting pre-existing Taoist yogic teachings
for coffee and chat.
from India and Tibet to those present.
There was no mention of anything esoteric. More
earthly matters were paramount and discussed,
such as, “how do you strengthen your immune
system?” “What is the microbiome and the
importance of your body’s cellular environment?”
A TS member also states, “didn’t Louis Pasteur say
on his death bed, that his so called ‘germ theory’
was incorrect?”

Chi Kung is a key element in the Taoist Tibetan
teachings. In being able to teach Chi Kung you
really need to understand the science of Sacred
Anatomy.
An old Taoist maxim inform us,
Without the body, Tao can not be attained
With the body, Truth can never be realised

I then asked this same TS members group, “If Meaning that the highest goal of spiritual
HPB were alive today, would she be interested in immortality can only be reached through the
asking these same “lockdown” questions?”
living vehicle of the human body and its powerful
vitality.
The answer was a resounding, “YES!”
With this in mind, if HPB and Jesus were alive today,
During lockdown I found my workload had
would they share a passion in linking the ‘new
increased in teaching the ancient eastern arts
medical science’ of such topics as the microbiome,
of Chi Kung and Yoga to employees at a leading
glymphatic drainage and the importance of
Edinburgh Investment company. It’s as if a fear
human cellular environmental health, to the
of the so called “Co-vid 19” virus had acted as a
‘Mother Subject’ of SACRED ANATOMY?
catalyst for staff to suddenly explore how their
immune system really functions.
Absolutely!
In addition, being in lockdown has given me Currently a search for a vaccine for Co-vid 19 is
more time to reflect on past TS talks I have given being rushed through without the normal medical
and explore if they have any current significance trial protocols.
and relevance to the current “Global pandemic”.
My own ‘lockdown journey’ has taught me not to
‘The Gnostic Secrets of the Nassines” is one such ‘participate’ in this search. A search which may
talk which came to mind. HPB referred to the well lead to our Sacred bodies being subjected to
Nassines as “her kindred spirits”.
perennial vaccines containing undisclosed
The talk was based on a book of the same title, chemical material.
in which a significant chapter describes the
“Nassine” Jesus, teaching sacred anatomy to
“initiates” present at “The Last Supper.”
Sacred Anatomy teaches us that there is another
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THE POWER OF OUR DIVINE SELF

MORE CONNECTED THAN EVER TO PEOPLE I KNOW AND LOVE

Ifigeneia Kastamoniti, Athens, Greece.

Taposhri Ganguly, PhD., London, England.

The human will, being the power of our divine Self within, can subjugate the lower energies of fear
and ignorance, it can guide the elements and the powers of Nature to help create the desirable effect
which is the cure of the virus; it can also strengthen peoples’ minds and help them to conquer their
fear; and this might become the best protection available to us right now. Will acts with intelligence,
while fear is driven by blindness and ignorance. Therefore, the power of every human being –our
power– to confront fear is measured by the strength of our will to do so. Fear may present itself
bearing the same characteristics as the will. It may show energy and concentration of thought, but
it has no relation whatsoever with our spiritual Self. It makes us prisoners of matter and personality,
which are frightened of losing their existence.
Being fearless doesn’t mean we are naive. It means dealing with the situation calmly, courageously in
isolating ourselves from the crowd; we can become over-cautious – not terrified, not panicked, which
are factors that can drive us mad; it also means that we, the inner person, knows, and knowing is
essential in connecting with our higher mind, our divine Self by meditating or praying or contemplating
if possible. Our Higher Self does not worry but only observes and learns. Thus, we may be able to
confront the situation the best way we can and accept this massive departure of souls as a necessary.
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This year started with my mother undergoing in awareness. I am more connected than ever to
cardiac surgery. I knew regardless of what the people that I know and love and that I have
happened in the operation theatre, I’d meet her opened up to love.
on either side of the plane – a knowledge that I
have and know from the theosophical teachings.
It was a successful operation. I left my parents
to come back to lockdown in the city of London
where I live and work. I decided to honour a
voice within that said that I should restart Dhi.
A platform that has undergone reconstruction,
sitting still at the core which is to ‘connect’.
I came across a host of remarkable individuals
through this platform who shared their spiritual
journeys. We discussed occult sciences, astrology,
meditation, and predominantly ways of being,
rekindling belonging despite our preferences and
practicalities. The world crisis was reduced to a
condition that the ‘being’ adjusted and navigated
through. Barring the admin work and invites for
Dhi, I grew into nurturing the radiant and observant
self. I came to embrace and acknowledge that the
‘inside’ is not only about reading, understanding
and discussing, it is also the food that I eat, things
that I watch and expose the self to, practices that
I indulge in to align and go off balance from time
to time. From consciously breathing to a regular
yoga practice, to making my own meals, I have
started waking up to being present and showing
up regardless of the noise. When I make one
genuine effort in love, I am rewarded ten-fold and
this effort is no longer an effort that I am making
but that I become the effort that is growing me.
I can’t say that distress and worries don’t come
knocking on my door. However, I open my doors
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THE POWER OF OUR DIVINE SELF
Meherangiz D. Baria, Blavatsky Lodge, Mumbai, India.
Human’s test of spirituality is most evident during periods of adversities, and the current pandemic
is one such period. It clearly brought to the fore that nature was restoring balance, which had been
upset by man’s materialistic ways. Besides affirming the fact that it was time for some to repay their
group-Karma. It was also a clear reminder that in spite of outward disparities, we are all equal in the
eyes of the Divine, whose support we sought in these difficult times even though it is all part of the
Divine Plan.
For those who tried to ‘know,’ it was a time when it became easier to go within, re-connecting with our
Inner Self. Better meditation with the guidance of T.S. members, online study classes and self-study
of Theosophical literature, were golden opportunities taken up, as much as possible. Commemorating
the anniversary of the death of Founders and other Theosophists, offered insights into how to live
a truly spiritual life. Getting to know about the sacrifices and generosity of real-life heroes was also
heart-warming.
Untapped reserves of capabilities showed up as we tackled the practical aspects of keeping our home
and office work in order, in the absence of outside help. Conserving and respecting natural and manmade resources, started to become a way of life. Our apparent large problems became insignificant
in comparison with the crisis faced by the marginalized. Working for an NGO addressing the needs
of children from deprived families, it was possible to offer them multiple kinds of support. Reaching
out to children under TOS, Mumbai Region’s sponsorship program, also helped provide the necessary
assistance.
The pandemic helped us to slow down, realise the importance of loving and forgiving in relationships
and appreciate what really matters at the end of the day. In a way it also brought about a sense of
brotherhood with the world, albeit arising out of shared fears and concerns. A realization of how
fortunate we were before the pandemic, has also united the world in its quest to regain the lost
paradise.

HOW THEOSOPHISTS IN PHILIPPINES WON THE WAR AGAINST
COVID-19
Marlyn Ranola, Rizaliana Lodge, Philippines.
Realising the kind of situation we were facing, the
Theosophical Society in the Philippines was able
to address the pandemic far-and-wide to win this
war. The Philippines T.S. was also able to respond
quickly to the needs of its members as early as
March. With the technology on hand, we were
able to come up with various venues to provide
members with the possibility of continuing
studying the T.S. teachings.
Many activities were made possible by the
Philippines T.S. such as: The Classic Guided
Meditation by Brother Vicente Hao Chin every
Sunday followed by a short talk and Q&A portion;
The Joint Lodge meeting headed by Brother Chally
Romero every Saturday, wherein guest speakers
from various nations were invited; The Pranava
Lodge meeting with Christopher See made
possible using Zoom. The topics included were:
The Masters and Path Series, as well as a Series
of Talks heard from Luke Ironside. Christopher
See also conducted Meditations such as The Full
Moon Meditation and Healing Meditation by Alice
Bailey.

possible with the help of some sponsors.
Having these various activities in the Philippines
we have been able to create a Theosophical
platform that can be seen by everyone in the
world seeking for the Truth. It has been recorded
and stored to our Facebook page Theosophical
Society - Philippines. That is how technology helps
us to build bridges and connect to the world.
The Philippines T.S. can now conclude that we
have won this war. With enthusiasm for more
activities, more friends and more dynamism,
viewing the COVID-19 pandemic in a different
perception which will lead us to spreading the TS
teachings all around the world.

The Philippines T.S. also participated in attending
various meditations from the Singaporean Lodge
by Brandon Goh such as: The Ritual of the Mystic
Rose; Healing Meditation; Devotional Meditation;
and Yoga of Light. We were also invited by the
Russian TS Lodge to attend the talks, as well as
being a guest speaker.
The accelerating Theosophical Order Society with
Rekha Nahar as point person is very visible in the
community in giving food and other items which
are essential for many families. Scholarships for
students to study at Goldenlink School were made
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MAYA, GLAMOUR AND ILLUSION

‘O TEACHER WHAT SHALL I DO TO REACH TO WISDOM?’’1

Robert Hutwohl, Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA.

Juliet Bates, England.

My study of Theosophy over the years has taught me to learn that ‘self-delusion’ is the greatest
weapon—used against ourselves. From the teachings of the seven principles I have been able to learn
how energy, from the levels of the physical, etheric, emotional and mental, i.e., māyā, glamour and
illusion can dissuade a person from making correct decisions and judgements. “The Mind is the great
Slayer of the Real. Let the Disciple slay the Slayer” (FThe Voice of the Silence, by H. P. Blavatsky).
Niccolo Machiavelli wrote, in 1513, “Divide the many, and weaken the force which was strong while
it was united.” Sigmund Freud, in his Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego wrote, “Groups
have never thirsted after truth. They demand illusions, and cannot do without them.” Freud’s nephew,
Edward Bernays developed the modern-day strategy behind control through advertising when he
stated by controlling group-think, one can control the group. Bernays was responsible in the 1920s
for convincing women to smoke, which was the precursor to the Women’s Liberation Movement.
The mainstream media became the chief method for the control of others, through newspapers,
magazines, books, radio TV and the Internet. Certain agencies know, however, that through māyā,
glamor and illusion, humanity can be controlled.
Knowing what I know now, it is my understanding of Theosophy which has helped me wade sensibly
and calmly up to this point. I believe completely with regard to the sub-cycles of this 5th race and that
the life wave will continue on through future cycles of races and rounds and globes. What concerns me
the greatest is that those who have no knowledge of Theosophy are easily conditioned by fear and a
delusional mode and are concerned about their future with nowhere to turn. Were they to know about
the massive fraud which has ensued and that they would probably survive any COVID-19 infection?
People need to educate themselves and defeat, what I consider to be dark forces. The next step is
mandatory vaccination. Once people understand all this, they will see a vaccine is not necessary.
As a Theosophist of some fifty years, I find no authority (neo-Markism) has now and never will have,
power over me.

The global cases of illness, loss of life and fear of
the unknown have left none of us unaffected while
witnessing the suffering this virus has caused.
Our hearts still ache and grieve, even though we
know there is a larger picture and perhaps have
even caught glimpses of the Divine Plan veiled in
the teachings. Wisdom does not simply come as
a result of our studying but from how we chose
to incorporate those teachings as part of our life
experience. Practice of the teachings in daily life
leads to acquired knowledge and the choices we
then make can turn a key to access some of that
Ancient Wisdom. What we choose to think, say,
do or not do, will affect us along our path. We
have a choice.

However, change can be frightening as it opens
doors to the unknown but there may lie the very
opportunities to grow, evolve, become a better
person, and generate a brighter world. COVID-19
has provoked a lot of change but it is up to us all
to choose what we want to do with it and which
Path to take.
(1) “Search for the Paths.” (The Voice of the Silence, 111).

The EuST chose to reach out and offer online
lectures, as did many TS Lodges around the world
during lockdown. The response was wonderful and
identified the great need people have to receive
the Ancient Wisdom teachings into their homes.
Viewing numbers increased as newcomers and
members alike logged on to watch and listen to
talks from Lodges in countries near and far, with
so many friendly faces sharing their questions
and knowledge in fellowship. So, when the EuST
called for help to assist in their work and projects
I joined with those who answered. My soul desire
to do more in making the teachings more widely
accessible was finally able to take form, because of
the Internet and the very changes brought about
by the pandemic. Not all evil comes to harm!
“Our need will be the real creator” (The Republic,
Plato, ca. 375 BC), was translated from Greek by
Jowett as “The true creator is necessity, who is
the mother of our invention” (Plato’s Republic:
The Greek Text, 1894, 3:82).
Necessity creates opportunity for change.
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THOUGHTS FROM A THEOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE

EXPERIENCING THE PANDEMIC

April Hejka-Ekins, PhD, Alexandria West, USA.

Martin Leideman, Krotona, USA.

As above, so below (Hermetic Axiom). Frankly, the global pandemic we are experiencing does not
surprise me. Metaphorically speaking, the body of humanity is diseased with strife, discord and our
denial of the interconnection of all beings. What is the medicine needed to restore the health of
humanity? The words of the Buddha come to mind: “Hatred does not cease by hate; by love alone
does it cease.”
I ask myself this question on a daily basis: How can I live in the world with wisdom and compassion?
While I have found the study of Theosophia gives me vision of human evolution within the cosmos, I
have come to realize that learning how to live a wise and compassionate life for the benefit of all beings
means integrating these principles into my inner life. Now for that to occur I have found that a practice
involving meditation and cultivating virtues such as patience, generosity, kindness and equanimity
enables me to focus my awareness on how to speak and act with more wisdom and compassion.
The practical result is that I try to take measures that protect my health with the intention that this
helps to take care of others. I continue to offer opportunities for inquirers on Zoom to study Theosophy
and the mythology of ancient cultures at Alexandria West, and I facilitate and teach meditation groups.
While the pandemic restricts the freedom I had in the past, it also opens up new opportunities to
practice the challenges facing our human community. It is my hope, that spearheaded by the youth,
humanity after much suffering will come together and learn to cooperate more now with one another
and work more in harmony with nature.

Experiencing the pandemic has been a gradual
realization that a large world event was developing.
It was not like the sudden, dramatic experience
of two devastating category seven earthquakes,
or news about a wide-ranging tsunami, or the
explosion of a nuclear power plant.

recommendation of gymnastics for the body and
music for the soul. Video-chat applications have
been a great aid in some of these areas—I now
have new theosophical friends worldwide; I stay
connected with people with whom I worked, most
of them laid off; I connect with friends.

I realized in February 2020 that I needed to cancel
all my distant Theosophical seminars (Spain, The
Hague, etc.), stop planning our first trip to Adyar,
and travel plans for my second year of retirement.
Inevitably, the local government issued a
home confinement order after we endured
misinformation and mismanagement from our
federal government.

These are no doubt difficult and challenging times,
where we have lost the voices of almost 200,000
in this country, mostly elderly people who heard
from their President: “I know, but it is what it is.”

My life changed radically, but Theosophy helped
me to adjust to a confined life with my wife, Susan.
I developed three insights:
(1) Watching and interpreting carefully the
COVID19 development, I noted the deep political
division of this country (USA). Family and friends
are torn apart over daily, sometimes deadly,
confrontations.
(2) The recognition that social life of family, friends
and Theosophical outreach must be more deeply
cultivated. Here, I need to increase my ability
to sense and perceive the physical, mental and
spiritual state of people via phone calls and video
chats, and provide love and friendship as needed.
(3) I needed a renewed focus on my own inner
life and well-being. Theosophical tools helped and
continue to help in maintaining a consistent and
harmonious life. These include: study, meditation,
self-examination, the willful practice of virtues,
enrichment of family and social life, and Plato’s
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INSIGHTS INTO THE PANDEMICS

PRANA COMES TO OUR AID

Janet Hoult, England.

Elka Sinha, India.

A major effect is that we have become more aware of the natural world, a reconnection with it. There’s
less pollution, we’ve listened to the birdsong, watched bright tiger moths and the iridescent blue
damselflies. This all encourages deeper contemplation – so important to fight the negative wave of
fear put over by the media.
Is this pandemic karmic? Is it here to force us to re-evaluate? Certainly it appears to be a result of
the frightening loss of the world’s wild places, greed in plundering natural resources and cruelty to
animals. We have to change our behaviour and attitude to the natural world – this pandemic is just a
wake-up call, and we will experience more and deadlier pandemics every decade if we don’t stop the
abuse of the planet.
We also have to fight the fear and darkness which seem to have pervaded our thoughts and whole
way of life. “Fear, O disciple, kills the will and stays all action.” We need more “ShÎla virtue” (Harmony
in word and act, the second Paramita in The Voice of the Silence, page 53).
Thoughts are things, we are sending them out into the world all the time, as well as being affected
by thought-forms either sent directly to us or in the atmosphere generally, so it’s good to work on
that level too – of keeping a positive outlook. “Man is continually peopling his current in space with
a world of his own, crowded with the offspring of his fancies, desires, impulses, and passions...” says
Master KH (Appendix I. The Mahatma Letters to A.P. Sinnett, chronological edition, p. 472).
Important for this is the good work that Erica has been doing with the European School of Theosophy
since the start of the pandemic restrictions – she has kept so many of us focussed on the uplifting
message of Theosophy with the weekly Zoom meetings. Thanks also to the speakers connected with
this, and to Debbie, Erica and all at Hermes magazine who have helped to keep us positive.

Clairvoyant Theosophical studies detail the
mechanics of the etheric double, that vitalising
subtle body of our seven-fold constitution, and its
symbiotic correlation with the Physical Body. The
pandemic has made my understanding of this
experiential.
The nervous system absorbs prana (Sanskrit,
Vitality Force), emanating from the sun, via
this encompassing etheric sheath. It energises
the sense-activity of the physical organs which
transmits the outer-vibrations to the senses. It is
by means of the etheric sheath that prana runs
along the nerves of the body, thus enabling them
to act as carriers of external impact.
The pandemic has amplified the numerous
unfamiliar stimuli being thrown at us from every
direction. Challenges which we may not have had
to face before, confront us and our frazzled nerves
respond with fear, anxiety, frustration, anger and
violence. All this in turn weakens our immune
system. Exactly here is where most urgently the
delicate physio-etheric balance-restoration needs
to take place. Hatha Yoga with conscious deep
breathing aligns back to normal
Regular practice has made me conscious of the
subtle effect Prana has as it cruises restoratively
though every single nerve path and neuron
within our body. Infusing it with instant vitality
resulting in clarity of mind, and a robust body with
an inexhaustible reserve of energy that inspires
a positive view of even the most trying times. It
literally becomes an INSPIRATION, a word derived
from the Latin INSPIRARE meaning “to breathe
into”. This Wisdom has only empowered me to
take on any challenges that may come my way.
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UNIT AND DIVIDION: THE COVID-19 PARADOX

CORONAVIRUS IN THE LIGHT OF UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD

Tim Wyatts, Leeds Lodge, England.

Luke Ironside, Virtual Centre for Theosophical Studies.

COVID-19 may turn out to be the biggest agent of change since the printing press, the Industrial
Revolution or the Internet. Nothing has escaped its influence.
When this tiny corona-shaped virus measuring a tenth of a millimetre first made humanity’s
acquaintance earlier this year, my initial and somewhat naïve assessment of its impact was that it
might somehow provide a unifying factor in a deeply fractured world. At first it did. Very soon, the
phrase ‘We’re all in this together’ became an overnight cliché. Then reality set in.
As Theosophists trying to explore the esoteric causes behind big events, we should realise that things
are never quite that simple. Despite our digital age ruled by ones and zeros, we don’t live in a black
and white binary world. There are nuances, complexities and hidden factors. There are also cycles of
activity we fail or refuse to recognise.
Far from being a unifying factor, COVID-19 has unleashed a whole new spectrum of divisions and
conflicts in a world already reeling from the turmoil and trouble of the transitional times in which we
live. It has acted as both midwife and initiator of a sinister post-truth era. No one knows who to believe
any more and huge numbers of people refuse to believe anyone.
The conspiracy industry has gone into hyperdrive. Suspicion rules supreme. Authorities of all kinds,
the medical establishment, the mainstream media and numerous other institutions are increasingly
viewed as dastardly villains in a James Bond film.
So, what are we to make of this paradox? And more importantly what can we as esotericists do about
it? Firstly, we cannot and should not take anything at face value. Secondly, we should rigorously test
all assertions of supposed truth and fact with our deepest intuition. Thirdly, now as never before, we
should employ that powerful weapon of free thought to creatively imagine our way out of this global
situation.
And finally, we should perhaps ask the most important question of all. Is Covid-19 a threat or an
opportunity? When the history of this period is eventually written we shall probably find it was the
latter and not the former. But it is difficult to see it that way right now.
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There is no doubt that the present pandemic that
afflicts our world is a trying time for all. Everyone
has been affected by it in one way or another.
Whether this be on the personal level as regards
our relationships with family and friends or on
the professional level in relation to our jobs and
livelihood, the current situation is one that has
left many feeling uncertain, confused, and anxious
about the future. How may we best respond to
such a situation whilst remaining optimistic about
the seemingly uncertain end?
We may, firstly, arrive at an acceptance of the
fact. This pandemic is upon us. The COVID-19
virus is here, it has had its impact on the world,
and nothing can change that which has already
passed. Criticism has been aimed in all directions,
towards doctors, scientists, governments, and
citizens. Anger has risen, protestors have stirred
into action, and conspiracies abound. Fact and
fiction have mingled in the crucible of public
opinion and confused an already confusing
situation even further. Such a coalescence of truth
and misinformation has only served to further
divide an isolated population by pitting one
segment of society against another. In brief, the
world has responded as it always has when faced
with uncertain situations. We have panicked, and
in our panic, forgotten the deeper facts.
It is for these reasons that it is essential for us all
to take one step back; to reflect, and meditate,
for a moment, on the grander picture. For while
the current situation is a difficult one (and no one
is denying it), it may also serve as a reminder that
we are all a part of THIS together (THIS being that
ofttimes perplexing and continually fascinating
adventure that we call LIFE). It is precisely
in situations such as these that we become
intrinsically aware of our interdependence on one
another and of the interconnectedness we share
with all of life. We shift from the philosophical
assertion of the unity of life as presented in the

Theosophical literature and our lodge meetings,
to a practical experience of it. We are absolutely
and necessarily reliant on each other to survive
and to brave the challenges of life.
The contents of the cauldron of confusion which
we are tasked with tending to may thus undergo a
transformation from divisiveness to cooperation.
But this is not an automatic process. We must be
the ones to bring about such a transformative
effect, and this may only be achieved by example.
It is by responding calmly to the storm, by
offering a helping hand in every opportunity that
is presented to us, that we may best serve as an
example for those who are afraid, or panicked,
or confused in response to the crisis. By rooting
ourselves in the fact of our essential unity, we may
open the curtains of confusion that have thus far
obscured our view to behold the grander vista of
oneness that awaits us beyond.
As Theosophists, we are presented with both
an opportunity and a duty. An opportunity, in
the sense of being able to perceive what was
formerly conceptually formulated expressed now
in fact, and a duty in the need for us to respond
to the situation with hearts of kindness, to service
as centres of light and peace in the face of the
world’s uncertainties and fears. We know from the
teachings of Theosophy that karma is analogous
to the flapping of a butterfly’s wings which
while, on the surface, has only little effect on its
environment, in truth causes ripples of activity
that by a series of reactions may result in global
reverberations. This law of karma applies equally
to our own actions. There is no act of service, no
gesture of kindness, so small as to have no positive
impact on the world. We are therefore called,
each in his or her own way, to be of service and
to stand as examples for others by the spreading
of the light of Universal Brotherhood to all we
encounter along the way.
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HOW THE PANDEMIC HAS AFFECTED MY LIFE AND THE OUTBREAK

LOCKDOWN COVID-19 MUSINGS

Edi Bilimoria, PhD, England.

Ray Howells, England.

Right throughout the current pandemic I have been painfully aware of the words Der schwer gefaßte
Entschluß (‘The Difficult Decision’) with which a man deeply aware of matters of destiny and purpose,
and difficult decisions in life, headed his final string quartet No. 16 in F—Beethoven, whose 250th birth
anniversary we celebrate this year.
Given the global lockdown due to COVID-19 we may ask the same question that Beethoven wrote
under the introductory slow chords ‘Muß es sein?’ (‘Must it be?’); to which our response may well
echo Beethoven’s response when he penned the faster main theme of the movement ‘Es muß sein!’
(‘It must be!’). However, in the current circumstances ‘it must be’ only because mankind brought this
calamity upon itself, thus making the difficult decision inevitable.
Personally, I have been immensely fortunate in always being in good health and able to work from
home: boons never to be taken for granted. But what I miss acutely, however, is not being able to
sing in my local choir or play the piano in musical soirées or attend concerts, including of course, the
Promenade Concerts. Zoom is no substitute for live contact.
What we have brought upon ourselves has not been divinely ordained but it has been divinely actuated
as Nature’s response to our callous relationship with her. Will this ‘lockdown’ prove to be something
of a watershed, changing our relationship to Mother Earth for the better, or, like Sisyphus, will we
continue to roll the boulder up the proverbial hill in the same old ways? But in the long term we all
have it in our own hands to sing Schiller’s ‘Ode to Joy’ as one human chorus. Is this an opportunity to
‘mend our ways’?

Virus lockdown, living on my own brought both
good and bad experiences. Good, an excuse to
stay at home, no disturbances, few phone calls,
relaxing and catching up on jobs I have always
been putting off, no more excuses.

Catholics, Hindus, Muslims, each a conditioning
factor in itself, that was one of the European School
of Theosophy lectures. Where does the collective
conditioning within us finish and the individual
start. Can the self be free from conditioning?

Bad, paranoia with only me, the stuffed cat and
four walls, day after day. Escape on a shopping
trip to the supermarket even though this meant
queuing in a long line two metres apart, shuffling
slowly until I was inside the supermarket.

If not, how can I hope to find the truth and not just
more conditioning similar to the empty shelves in
the supermarkets or making do with what is left
on the shelf.

Inside was a shock, walking around the aisles with
their empty shelves, items on my list not available,
adapting to what I could buy and having to make
do without the items I could not find. Cooking
became an adventure for new recipes, for new
ingredients to eat, and adapting old recipes for
those of us who are vegetarians.
Another lifeline was joining the Zoom calls for the
European School of Theosophy group of lectures
that I was introduced to by a friend. This was
an interesting experience, I was not sure what
to expect, much like the shopping trips. Strange
words, a different language, subjects I had briefly
touched, explored before, now delving a bit
deeper.
Questions? Yes, lots. Truth? I know the stock
answer is “What you feel is right, is,” but that
doesn’t help in sifting the truth from all the other
opinions and ideas.
Religion in my understanding is manmade. So for
me do I think all my knowledge, ideas, are just
people’s opinions? So, back to what to what is
truth? Every leader will tell you this is “The Truth,”
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IS COVID-19 ANY DANGER?

COVID-19: TERROR-BRINGER OR TRANSFORMER?

Celeste M. Sasuman, TS-Philippines.

Tim Wyatt

When the lockdowns started during the pandemic, I did not suffer the feeling of isolation thanks to the
gift of the Internet and technology.
I have been more active in joining joint TS Lodge meetings online, learning yoga through YouTube
tutorials, and enjoying other benefits of being connected to the world in the comfort of my home.
As the days, weeks, and months passed. I have noticed that when I wake up, the first thing I do is check
my phone and it is also the last thing I do before I go to sleep. With more time at hand, I noticed the
habit of being always online. Constantly scrolling the feed of my social media accounts mindlessly
made me miss the travel, the food, and the company of friends I used to enjoy before the pandemic.
This made me realize that the feelings of isolation were starting to creep in. With online friends all
over the world, I saw that some of them were already able to enjoy the beach, enjoy the company
of friends, and somewhat get back to the life they had before the pandemic while I was stuck in our
house only going out when necessary.
I then decided to deactivate my social media accounts, and this was the start of getting more connected
with myself than being attached to the illusory events taking place outside of myself.
Attachment can still come in any form, and it is this that makes us suffer. The pandemic may have
detached us physically from the world, but unawareness in using technology can still have us attached
to what is not real.
It may noy only be the pandemic that we should be concerned about but the unconscious effects of
technology to every user’s mental health which makes a person deteriorate faster than Covid-19.
With or without this pandemic, can we be able to tell the real from the unreal-- the very first qualification
to the Path.
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Last Christmas who could have imagined that a
microscopic virus emanating from China would
do more to disrupt the world than a new Ice Age?
Initially many of us imagined it was yet another
piece of hype designed to scare us like SARS or
another dose of bird flu. I’ve no idea but having
spent most of my life as a journalist my ingrained
cynicism makes me sense something very fishy
indeed here. We may never know whether it was
a deliberate unleashing of a bio-hazard or just an
accident. But few can doubt the tectonic effect it’s
had on our world.
Whatever the cause, many people around the
world – rightly or wrongly – now suspect it’s been
used as a tool to manipulate humanity. If so, who’s
behind it? Is it billionaires, secret agencies of a
New World Order, governments, Big Pharma or
some other sinister elite cabal pulling the strings?
Or groups of extra-terrestrials hunkered down in
deep bunkers beneath the deserts of New Mexico?
Is the aim to reduce humanity to enslaved and
surveilled robotic automata microchipped into
compliance?

theosophical ideas, we should accept and maybe
even welcome the fact that all renewal is preceded
by destruction, chaos and death. This dismantling
is part of the inevitable cycles of life.
Personally, I hope that if nothing else, the bio-war
of 2020 will help people try to understand the real
role of death in world events and our own lives. As
Covid-19 has extended its grip around the world
death has been my own main preoccupation as it
has been for the past four years as I’ve researched
and written a new book on this difficult but
fascinating subject.

Without wanting to be a shameless publicityseeker, Everyone’s Book Of The Dead is due to be
published early next year by Firewheel Books. It
deals with death from every angle I’ve been able
to think of: the spiritual versus materialistic views
of death, the process of dying, what happens in
the after-death states, how we’re re-born as well
as hard evidence for reincarnation. It explores the
mysterious workings of karma and also looks at
bizarre funerary rites, death in different cultures,
religions and spiritual traditions throughout
Alongside mass lockdowns, global lessons in history. It’s also in full colour with some very
obedience to science and politicians, as well as the interesting illustrations.
mass imposition of mind control and behaviour
Although this topic is entirely relevant, I secretly
modification, Corona-19 has deposited a thick
fear that many people may have had enough of it
stratum of weirdness and absurdity everywhere
and I may experience some consumer resistance.
across this planet.
But I hope not.
It’s also brought unprecedented levels of fear,
As we know, the microcosm always precisely
anger, panic, financial hardship, suicide, mental
reflects the macrocosm. The decay and destruction
breakdown and conflict. New wars seem to
running rampant in the world has also had a
erupt every week. People in half the countries
parallel and deleterious effect on my own life
of the world are on the streets protesting about
and relationships. I live in a very old house which
something or other. Would it be an exaggeration
outwardly is very nice but is always in imminent
to say that the world is in free fall?
danger of slipping into terminal decay. The chief
Of course, as esotericists interested in enemy has been water and in a country where if it
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isn’t raining it’s because it’s either just stopped or most common words in the English language.
about to begin, this is a major problem.
As many people point out Zoom or its counterparts
Apart from insidious leaks through the ancient don’t make up for that special personal contact,
stone roof, recent investigations have discovered but at the moment it’s the best we have. And
a small river running beneath my kitchen. While it does mean that rather than just speaking to
this might sound like some romantic River Styx people from a particular local area you also
leading to a mysterious underworld, it’s actually a find yourself with an audience in Brazil, India,
broken water pipe which has been leaking so long Australia or Greece. So, I think it’s true to say
it’s carved out a cavern in the earth almost large that Covid-19 has had an unexpected globalising
effect on theosophy like nothing has before it.
enough to convert into a nuclear fallout shelter.
And without being partisan I would have to say
But there have been other assaults on my material
that the European School of Theosophy has been
world – especially automotively. Just as the virus
pioneering in this respect, setting the template
was getting a grip my old car fell apart and I
and inspiring other groups to link up online.
bought another. Three days later as I was driving
to the airport in the middle of the night down a Another distinct advantage during these
dark country road I hit a fox which half tore off imprisoned times is that it’s given many of us
the front bumper. Within hours of that being fixed time to do those things we always insisted we
the local garbage truck smashed into the back of never had the time to do before. I’ve started reit and that led to a new round of repair work. The reading The Secret Doctrine in preparation for a
couple of lectures I’ll be giving to the school next
story goes on.
year on the destruction of Lemuria and Atlantis.
And yet it hasn’t all been about destruction. The
As well as consulting the original I’ve also been
virus and its impacts have yielded some interesting
reading the excellent abridged version produced
fringe benefits. In my own case I’ve lectured to
by Elizabeth Preston and Christmas Humphreys in
more people during this lockdown than I would
the 1960s. Astonishingly – and don’t ask me how
in a normal year – and I haven’t even had to leave
this has happened – but my cat Electra has also
my house. A year ago, most of us had never even
taken a keen interest in this book and now spends
heard of Zoom and now it’s become one of the

Theosophy Forward
Building Bridges https://www.theosophyforward.com/

https://www.ts-adyar.org/event/144th-international-convention

https://hermes-magazine.com/
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EuST 2020
EDI BILIMORIA, PHD
Isaac Newton and Srinivasa Ramanujan: Mathematical
Souls in Spiritual Resonance
Delivered on Sunday, 10 May 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niNZGBVEiaU

The Unity of the Mystery Teachings about Man
Delivered on Sunday, 14 June 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWCYxHYRD-Q

Contemporary Scientific Theories on Consciousness
Delivered on Sunday, 18 October 2020
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vv7KkGxaisk

EuST 2020
TIM WYATT
COVID-19, Cycles & Karma
Delivered on Sunday, 17 May 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBmicazIlTU

Entangled Minds & The Viral Pandemic
Delivered on Sunday, 07 June 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/HpgO9-AebGQ

The Transition of Ages
Delivered on Sunday, 12 July 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2CKoOQn68Q&feature=youtu.be

Quest for Altered States
Delivered on Sunday, 29 November 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
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EuST 2020
ORLANDO FERNADEZ, PHD
The Esoteric Tarot A tool for the Expansion of Consciousness
Delivered on Sunday, 24 May 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://studio.youtube.com/video/Grf_-MOuoDE/
edit/basic

The Esoteric Tarot A tool for the Expansion of
Consciousness
Delivered on Sunday, 19 July 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSitNAatvhQ&t=30s

What did the Bohm-Krishnamurti Dialogues do for us?
Delivered on Sunday, 06 December 2020
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

EuST 2020
ERICA GEORGIADES
The Voice of The Silence - Introduction
Delivered on Sunday, 31 May 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/G6QvlR9WDnY

The Voice of the Silence - Fragment I
Delivered on Sunday, 26 July 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuSOpfy_
wAo&feature=youtu.be

Altered States of Consciousness & Mental Health
Delivered on Sunday, 06 September 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/h0hZoqRUmno

Closing EuST 2020
Delivered on Sunday, 13 December 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
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EuST 2020
PAUL BAKER, PHD
2020 Vedic Vision:
The Covid-19 Pandemic & Cycles of Change
Delivered on Sunday, 21 June 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/yS9f6kfHaLU

BRETT FORRAY
What Was the Case Against W. Q. Judge All About?
Delivered on Sunday, 28 June 2020
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/KfuyUcTGqNs

ANNE KELLY
Near-Death Experience and their validation of the
Theosophical teachings
Delivered on Sunday, 05 July 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDn1b-NzYng
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EuST 2020
FINIAN HEAVEY
“Jacob’s Ladder.” Isaiah, Mithras & the meaning
of initiation - Finian Heavey
Delivered on Sunday, 31 May 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/G6QvlR9WDnY

JOHANNA VERMEULEN
The Seven Jewels of Wisdom
Delivered on Sunday, 23 August 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/K9pkvR3Qly0

RICHARD SMOLEY
A Theology of Love – An Evening with Richard Smoley
Delivered on Sunday, 31 May 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/G6QvlR9WDnY
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EuST 2020
JAMES SANTUCCI, PHD
Consciousness and the Afterlife
Delivered on Sunday, 13 September 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/z3YnYVsoOXw

MARTIN LEIDERMAN
A Theosophical Journey to the Path of Illumination

EuST 2020
WILLIAM W. QUINN, PHD
Consciousness in its Two Principal Aspects: Absolute
and Individual Part I Delivered on Sunday, 27 September 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/7cCVTe2EfeU

Consciousness in its Two Principal Aspects: Absolute
and Individual Part II
Delivered on Sunday, 08 November 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

Delivered on Sunday, 04 October 2020
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/pusNAF_X3Ks

TIM RUDBOG, PHD

GARY KIDGELL

The revolutionary Idea of Consciousness
Evolution in H. P. Blavatsky’s Esoteric Philosophy -

Greek Hero Myths: Symbols of Transformation

Delivered on Sunday, 22 November 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
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Delivered on Sunday, 20 September 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/zB332A9bwBQ
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EuST 2020
P. KRISHNA, PHD
Freedom from the Conditioned Consciousness
Delivered on Sunday, 11 October 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/XdyseUm26-Q

Consciousness Scientific and Religious View
Delivered on Sunday, 15 November 2020
Time: 16:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

EuST 2020
BERNARDO KASTRUP, PHD
The Case for Idealism: Materialism’s Mistakes

Delivered on Sunday, 25 October 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/E80_vy8XGqg

The Case for Idealism:
Why the Evidence Points to Idealism
Delivered on Sunday, 01 November 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

RUPERT SHELDRAKE, PHD
Science & Spiritual Practices and Ways to Go Beyond
& Why They Work
Delivered on Sunday, 12 October 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/1Ov2Cvr_6KY
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EuST 2020
EDWARD ABDILL
In Their Own Words: Wisdom From the Mahatmas
Delivered on Sunday, 09 August 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (16:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/LqW6DvkmZZY

EuST 2020
JULIET BATES
The Wisdom Teachings in Plain View:
Inspiration Around Us
Delivered on Wednesday, 9 December 2020.
Time: 20:00 London (20:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

Memories of Dora Kunz
Delivered om Wednesday, 23 September 2020
Time: 20:00 London (19:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/9aNcsm3F-DQ

God, Evil, and Occult Philosophy
Delivered on Wednesday 14 October 2020.
Time: 20:00 London (19:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
https://youtu.be/4gjobIrOXtE

Discovering the Inner Self

IFIGENEIA KASTAMONITI
Higher Mind: The Creative Aspect of Consciousness
Delivered on Sunday, 06 December 2020.
Time: 17:00 London (17:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

Delivered on Wednesday, 25 November 2020
Time: 20:00 London (20:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE

Desire, Inner Selfishness, and the Theosophical Society
Delivered on Wednesday, 2 December 2020
Time: 20:00 London (20:00 GMT)
LINK TO LECTURE
100

101

102

